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I. Introduction

At the beginning of my presentation, I’d like to make one thing perfectly clear: President
Nixon certainly should have resigned, when he did, in August of 1974. He had lost the
support of the people and had no ability to govern. But that’s not our issue today.
Rather, it’s how it came to pass that Nixon had to resign--and whether the public has
ever been told the story of what really happened. I also need to forewarn you that my
views are unlike any you have heard before. But it’s been over 30 years since he
resigned--and over 10 years since he died. Nixon’s not coming back--but perhaps we
can have a less passionate review of those historic times.
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A. Watergate Snap Shot
Let’s begin with a quick review of public perceptions about Watergate:
Conventional Wisdom has evolved into the idea that Nixon probably knew of Break-in in
advance; that he personally orchestrated the Cover-up from the Oval Office through his
two henchmen, Haldeman and Ehrlichman; that he personally erased the tape that led to
the 18 minute gap; and that he was only found out and forced to resign because of the
superb investigative reporting of Woodward and Bernstein. In short, Nixon and his
senior staff tried to steal democracy and to subvert the constitution, but in the end, the
system worked and America won because we proved that "no man is above the law".
Shepard’s Version is about 180 degrees different from this: Criminal acts were certainly
committed, but they were primarily done under the direction and control of G. Gordon
Liddy and John W. Dean: Liddy orchestrated the Watergate break-ins and Dean was
desk officer throughout the entire Cover-up. Liddy was convicted in first Watergate trial,
along with James McCord, the retired CIA wireman--but John Dean’s efforts did not
begin to unxaxel until McCord’s letter alleging a cover-up became public on March 23,
1973. Not long thereafter, however, his central role and culpability in the cover-up were
well known and understood by all the major players in our Nation’s Capital.
Instead of prosecuting the real wrong doer, however, the Democratic power structure
launched a very successful effort to pin Dean’s criminal acts to Nixon and his senior
aides. Thus, the Democratic majority in the Senate, through its Ervin Committee and its
Judiciary Committee, and in the House, through the Impeachment Inquiry by House
Judiciary, sought to destroy a Presidency. Their efforts were aided by the pack of jackals
who arrived with the newly appointed Special Prosecutor and by an overwhelmingly
liberal media, who uniformly hated Richard Nixon. Their success neutralized and
reversed the 61% majority that Nixon had garnered in his 1972 re-election victory.

Oh, there was quite a struggle, since the President, Haldeman and Ehrlichman all kept
insisting on their innocence, but in the end all were brought down in ignominy and
defeat.
The view presented in my book may surprise you, but it is not that of a revisionist whose
theories were developed some thirty years removed from actual events. No, I was there
at the time: A member of the Nixon-Ford WH staff throughout the entire episode--from
Gordon Liddy’s hiring in June of 1971 to Haldeman and Ehrlichman’s convictions and
sentencing in the beginning of 1975. I worked on Nixon’s defense, transcribed the tapes,
ran the document rooms and was subpoenaed as a witness for the Government at both the
Cover-up and the Plumbers trials. So, please remember as we go through this brief
overview, that I was really there and I just may know whereof I speak.
B. Role of Divided Government
Let’s begin our review with an exploration of the role that divided government has played
in all three of the great political scandals of our time.
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Nixon was the first President since Zachary Taylor in 1848 not to gain control of
Congress along with his election victory. It is all but impossible to govern without at
least control of the Senate, since even your appointees cannot be easily confirmed. It was
not until May of 1969 that Nixon even got all his Cabinet Secretaries confirmed--and no
one below Cabinet level can be considered until the Secretary is confirmed.
You see, Nixon was viewed by Washington’s permanent Democratic establishment as an
aberration in their virtually unbroken dominance of the Federal Government, beginning
with the Great Depression. The Democrats had held power for so long that they
controlled virtually all the Congressional staff, all the city’s law firms, all the think tanks
and the dominant evening newspaper. The three television networks, headquartered
within a few blocks of each other in NYC, all were equally liberal and Democratically
oriented. Yes, Eisenhower had won in the 1950s, but he was really a career soldier, a
non-political war hero, who was only nominally a Republican and did not push a partisan
agenda. No, it was his highly partisan Vice President, that vicious Nixon fellow from
California, who seemed intent on challenging Democratic dominance and the preordained growth of Government through its multitude of Great Society programs. It was
Nixon the man who needed to be removed so that things could get back to normal.
Thus, by 1972, While Nixon won 523 electoral votes in his re-election, taking every state
against George McGovern except Massachusetts and the District of Columbia, he had no
coat tails: The Democrats increased their lead in the Senate to a 12 seat majority and still
held a 50 seat majority in the House. It was a Congressional majority overwhelmingly
Democratic and passionately anti-Nixon, a tension that was only exacerbated by strong
differences over the Vietnam War.
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Today, however, we know something entirely different was underway: Nixon’s election
was hardly an aberration. It was the beachhead for slow, sweeping changes--as political
power and dominance migrated from the liberal Northeast to the more conservative South
and West. Democrats did successfully dispose of Dick Nixon, but they have been unable
to stem the conservative tide of history.
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Something else is revealed by this same slide, which is that each of the major political
scandals in our lifetime has occurred under strikingly similar circumstances: only and
always in the second term of a President who does not then control either House of
Congress. Real scandal, however, also requires the presence of a highly partisan
Independent Prosecutor.
Why is this? I submit it is because only under these circumstances can there be a
Congress so uniformly opposed to a sitting President that it is willing to help trash the
entire Executive Branch in an effort to impose its own political will. I believe that low
level political misdeeds and wrongdoing are an ever-present phenomenon in politics, but
authentic witch hunts only occur when one party alone controls the subpoena power of
both Houses of Congress--who then impose an Independent Prosecutor of their own
persuasion--whose only goal is to ’get’ the President.
Given recent history, it should come as no great surprise that the long knives were out for
Richard Nixon, long before any nominal wrongdoing was discovered.
C. Watergate as Tragedy
Faulkner once said, "The past isn’t dead, it’s not even past." We certainly learned in the
2004 election that emotions aroused by the Vietnam War still lurk just below the surface.
Well, so do those of Watergate!
I already told you that I was there throughout the entire episode. I’ve been gone from
Washington for over 30 years, but I still get riled up when I re-live those eventful days. I
have, however, come to see Watergate as a classic Greek tragedy.
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In their introduction to The Complete Greek Drama, the editors cite Aristotle’s
description of the ideal tragic hero, which is shown on this slide.
"A man who is highly renowned and prosperous, but one who is not pre-eminently
virtuous and just, whose misfortune, however, is brought upon him not by vice and
depravity but by some error of judgment or frailty." Poetics.

They then go on to cite A. C. Bradley’s famous interpretation of Shakespearean tragedy,
which envisions a setting in which a moral order reacts violently and convulsively against
certain infractions. From this reaction comes the calamity which befalls the hero,
frequently way out of proportion to the infraction itself, and within this calamity there is a
dominating impression of waste.
In my view, there can be no better description of Watergate. Now, let’s see why I feel
this way.
II. Perception versus Reality
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Let’s now turn to the unfolding of key events in the Watergate Tragedy--and the real
focus of our inquiry will be on what really happened within the White House itself in the
critical 16 months once the Cover-up was disclosed, in March of 1973, and Nixon
resigned, in August of 1974.
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Just to quickly set the stage, there were an incredible number of adverse developments
that undermined and ultimately destroyed the Nixon presidency. I’ve listed 20 of them:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

April 30, 1973: Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and Dean leave White House,
Kleindienst resigns as Attorney General
May 17, 1973: Senate’s Ervin Committee Hearings begin
May 25, 1973: Richardson becomes Attorney General, Cox appointed as Special
Prosecutor
June 25, 1973: Dean begins testimony before Ervin Committee
July 16, 1973: Butterfield discloses existence of White House taping system
July 23, 1973 Cox subpoenas nine tapes, Ervin Committee authorizes subpoenas
for all materials from 1972 election
October 12, 1973 Circuit court upholds subpoena for nine WH tapes
October 20, 1973: Saturday Night Massacre
October 31, 1973: Sirica’s Evidentiary Hearing told two subpoenaed tapes do not
exist
November 26, 1973: Disclosure of 18 minute gap in tape of June 20, 1972
December, 1973: House authorizes impeachment inquiry by Judiciary Committee
March, 1974: Special Prosecutor obtains indictments for Plumber’s Break-in and
CRP Cover-up
April 18, 1974: Special Prosecutor obtains subpoena for 64 more tapes
April 30, 1974: White House releases tape transcripts, with "Expletives Deleted":
May 9, 1974: House Judiciary begins impeachment hearings
June 25, 1974: House Judiciary releases tape transcripts, including Nixon
instruction to stonewall

¯
¯
¯
¯

July 12, 1974: Ehrlichman convicted in Plumber’s Trial
July 24, 1974: Supreme Court upholds subpoena of 64 more tapes
July 30, 1974: House Judiciary adopts first of three Articles of Impeachment
August 5, 1974: White House releases transcript from June 23, 1973, the
Smoking Gun
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But now, let’s reverse course and look--not at when certain critical events were disclosed
to the public, but when they actually occurred
¯

The Watergate break-in occurs and the burglars arrested, but Nixon is in Key
Biscayne
John Dean, the President’s lawyer, is sent to investigate on behalf of the White
House and to contain the problem at CRP.
This is the first recorded Nixon/Haldeman conversation following Watergate
Break-in. Haldeman’s notes contain the word ’Watergate’, but 18 minutes of the
tape are missing, the "18 Minute Gap".
This is the next recorded NixoniHaldeman conversation involving Watergate,
where Nixon concurs in trying to get the CIA to tell the FBI to back off its
investigation--a clear obstruction of justice. This is the Smoking Gun Tape,
whose public release leads directly to Nixon’s resignation.
John Mitchell resigns as head of CRP. Everyone believes it is because his wife,
Martha, has gone off the deep end, but it later develops that he may have known
about the wiretaps in advance.

Something should absolutely jump offthis slide--and that is that the essential events of
the whole Watergate Tragedy occurred within two weeks of the burglary itself! Oh, it
took over two years for it all to come out--but, like the Titanic (which did not actually
sink until hours after the iceberg ripped open her hull), the mortal damage to the Nixon
Administration occurred almost immediately upon impact.
I believe the vast majority of Americans would be amazed to learn of this condensed time
frame--because they have been so conditioned to see Watergate by when these events
were disclosed rather than when they first occurred.
The thesis of my book is that the Watergate Tragedy followed the Greek formula with
amazing precision: The Hero, President Nixon, makes a seemingly innocuous decision
somewhere in the Second Act (his concurrence with Haldeman’s suggestion regarding
the CIA). Once committed, the Hero is irretrievably locked into a struggle he cannot win.
Try as he might, in the end he must die (i.e.: Resign the Presidency)--an outcome
entirely out of proportion to his original offense. The entertainment for the audience,

principally the Democrat power structure that remained in control of the nation’s Capital
City, was to savor his valiant, but hopeless, struggle.
III. Role of Liddy and Dean
Remember, I maintain that low level wrong-doing in politics is an ongoing situation.
Remember Clinton’s White House getting hundreds of raw FBI files on Republicans;
Travelgate, where the WH’s long-time in-house travel agency was canned so those
arrangements could be outsourced to a Presidential friend; and how law enforcement
access to Vincent Foster’s office was barred for 24 hours while sensitive files were
removed. Recall also in this last election that union thugs stormed Bush campaign
headquarters on the same day in a dozen cities--and that tires on 40 Republican get out
the vote vans in Ohio were discovered slashed on Election morning.
My point also is that I think the real evil doers in Watergate were easily identified and
known rather early on---certainly within a few short weeks after the Cover-up was
blown--but the Ervin Committee and the Special Prosecutor were willing to let these
culprits off in order to make a case--no matter how tenuous--on their real political
targets: Nixon, Haldeman and Ehrlichman. What became important was not punishing
criminal wrongdoing, but using the tailored testimony of John Dean to destroy an entire
Republican Administration.
Let us continue our review with a brief re-cap of the criminal culpability of Liddy and
Dean.
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A. Gordon Liddy’s Three Strikes: G. Gordon Liddy, a former FBI agent and District
Attorney from New York, is someone who should never have been in Government, let
alone on the WH staff. To learn how he got there and who was supposed to supervise
him, you will have to read my book; but for now, let’s just review the mayhem he
occasioned as Chief Operating Officer in three unfortunate events:
Fielding Break-in: When Daniel Ellsberg, a former intelligence officer at the Pentagon,
leaked the Pentagon Papers to the NY Times, he appeared to have taken another 75,000
pages of classified documents. The CIA had developed a psychological profile to try to
predict what else he might do, but the WH Plumber’s Unit was not satisfied. Instead,
Liddy managed to convince his superiors to authorize a covert mission to review the files
of Ellsberg’s psychiatrist, Dr. Lewis Fielding, who had refused to cooperate with the FBI
investigation. Liddy further convinced his superiors that J. Edgar Hoover was too senile
and concerned with his own image to allow any further ’black bag’ jobs to be done by the
FBI--even for National Security purposes. Instead, Liddy wanted to use some Cubans
he knew from his CIA contacts. Of course, when the team got there that September night
in 1971, they couldn’t even pick the lock on the door, so they broke in--and tried to make
it look like a drug-related burglary. Of course, they also couldn’t find any files on

Ellsberg, so the whole operation was to total bust. It is simply amazing that this
occurred, but that was only Strike One.
Watergate Break-in: Liddy soon moved to CRP as general counsel and given
responsibility for creating a campaign intelligence operation. One of his better ideas was
to tap the phones at the Democratic National Committee offices at the Watergate Office
Complex. When one of the taps didn’t work, he convinced the former CIA agent
responsible for security at CRP headquarters, one James McCord, to join them in a
second break-in the night of June 17th, 1972. This time they got caught--in what
constituted the first public event of Watergate. This, too, ranks near an all-time high on
the amazing scale--but this was really Strike Two.
Campaign Contribution Money Laundering: Both these events are well known to the
public, but there is a third event--largely unknown to the public--that is key to
understanding Watergate. Liddy didn’t work out as CRP’s general counsel, so he was reassigned as counsel to its Finance Committee, where he was responsible for being sure
that all campaign contributions met legal requirements. This was crucial because new
campaign disclosure legislation became effective as of April 7, 1972. With Nixon’s reelection all but certain, a number of prominent businessmen decided to contribute, even
though they usually supported Democrats or didn’t want the size of their own
contributions to become publicly known. This was fully legal as long as such
contributions were received prior to the April 7th deadline. Two such contributions play a
critical role in Watergate:
¯ The first was a personal contribution of $25,000 in cash given by Dwayne
Andreas, then CEO of Archer-Daniel-Midlands. The money was left at his Miami
apartment before the April 7th deadline for pickup by CRP, but not actually
retrieved until just after the deadline. It was then converted into a cashier’s check
and delivered to CRP’s Treasurer.
¯ The second was a set of four checks totaling $89,000 that came in through the
bank account of the Mexican subsidiary of a Texas oil company, who’s CEO did
not want any publicity about his personal contribution.
With all five checks--now totaling $114,000--being slightly suspect, they were turned
over to Liddy for special handling. He chose to give them to his friend Bernard Barker,
who ran them through his Miami real estate bank account and returned the cash to Liddy,
who returned it once again to CRP’s Treasurer.
Of course, we now know that Bernard Barker was the leader of the Cubans in the
Fielding Break-in, as well as in the Watergate Break-in, where he and the others were
caught red-handed. They also had a little over $5,000 in crisp new $100 dollar bills when
arrested. These new bills were relatively easily traced back through Barker’s banking
account--and from there to CRP. The cash tied everyone together--and this was Strike
Three for Liddy.

Of course, he was convicted in the original Break-in trial, along with James McCord, and
provisionally sentenced to 40 years. Never breaking his silence, he served the longest of
any of the defendants, almost four years in prison.
The special significance of Strike Three, however, will come up later in connection with
the Smoking Gun tape.
B. John Dean’s Watergate Treachery
Let’s turn now to John Dean, the whistleblower and media hero who served the shortest
sentence of any Watergate figure.
John Dean, as we all know, turned state’s evidence and became the star government
witness against President Nixon: he testified before the Ervin Committee in June of 1973
and in the Watergate Cover-up trial in the fall of 1974. He entered prison a few short
weeks before the Cover-up trial began and was released the week after Ehrlichman,
Haldeman and Mitchell were convicted, thus serving a total of only four months.
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Let’s look at John Dean’s involvement in virtually every aspect of the wrong doing. I
submit that John Dean’s treachery consisted of four overlapping areas of involvement
¯ Instigation: As Counsel to the President, Dean was given the initial assignment of
setting up a campaign intelligence operation. He interviewed and hired Gordon
Liddy for the job and participated in the first two meetings in John Mitchell’s office
at the Department of Justice to review Liddy’s proposals for ’mugging, bugging and
prostitution’. Dean, it develops, was in charge of this whole thing from the very get
go.

¯ Leadership of the Cover-up: Immediately upon the arrest of the initial Watergate
defendants, John Dean assumed the leadership role in orchestrating the cover-up. His
nominal assignment, in his position as the President’s lawyer, was to find out what
happened and report to the President--but also to be sure the problem, whatever else
happened, remained at CRP and did not sully the WH itself. He failed miserably.
Every day, all over America, lawyers defend criminals without themselves becoming
enmeshed in their client’s wrong doing. But not John Dean. As it develops, Dean
was not much of an experienced lawyer at all: he had only practiced law for six
months before coming into Government--and only then for a law firm specializing in
FCC broadcast licenses--and even then was let go for participating in an application
in competition with one of the firm’s clients. Hardly an impressive resume.
No, this was not an experienced and accomplished lawyer and Dean’s criminal
wrongdoing on behalf of CRP began on the very first day of his arrival. Again, how
he came to be hired and why he sold out the White House for John Mitchell are areas
more fully explored in my book, but John Dean’s wrongdoing ultimately involved a

series of actions which can be summarized under the heading of obstruction of
justice.
o First, there is what is known in the law as subomation ofperiurg: the active
encouragement of another to commit perjury--which is, of course, a felony-particularly when those being encouraged to perjure themselves have been
subpoenaed to appear before a federal grand jury. Dean advised, counseled,
and rehearsed Magruder for his appearance before the grand jury, and worked
with Magruder to encourage, prepare, monitor, and coordinate the false
testimony of others at CRP, particularly Bart Porter, CliP’s assistant treasurer.
He also helped to coordinate and control the testimony being given by the
seven original Watergate burglars themselves.
o Second is misuse of government information: Dean demanded progress
reports from the Department of Justice’s Criminal Division on their
investigation, ostensibly in his official capacity as Counsel to the President
and to aid his own investigation on the President’s behalf. These materials
included raw FBI files and witness interviews, as well as the prosecuting
attorney’s theories of what had transpired and where the case was leading.
Dean illegally and improperly shared these files with CRP officials and
assorted defense counsel, revealing to them all that he was learning about the
government’s own investigation.
Third is destruction of evidence: It is now well understood that Dean
destroyed Howard Hunt’s spiral notebook and telephone index, which had
been removed from Hunt’s safe in Dean’s presence, but which Dean did not
immediately turn over to the FBI. Moreover, this destruction was not
disclosed to prosecutors (either the US Attorney or the Special Prosecutor) for
months following Dean’s agreement to work with them in exchange for being
allowed to plead to a lesser offense.
¯ Fourth is witness tampering: Dean was an active participant in the efforts to
buy silence from the seven Watergate burglars. Since he knew they possessed
information that.put him at risk of prosecution, he could claim no innocent
motive, such as providing for their support and defense, as was assumed to be
the case by almost all the others he involved in this payment process.
¯ Fifth is embezzlement: During the course of these payoffs, Dean came into
possession of $22,000 in cash, which he kept in his office safe. He has
admitted that he helped himself to $4,000 of this money when he was short of
cash for his honeymoon, which he then failed to return when the honeymoon
was postponed. Even today, one searches in vain for the ultimate disposition
of the remainder of this $22,000.
Of the greatest significance is the fact that Dean was a major participant in the
meetings, discussions, conferences, and initiatives to coordinate and direct the CRP
Cover-up effort. In essence, Dean did not investigate the problem on behalf of the
White House, nor did he work to contain the damage to CRP--he became the desk
officer for the entire CRP Cover-up.

I believe you are now getting the idea that I think Dean was at the very center of the
wrong doing, but that he was let off with a slap on the wrist when it became clear that he
was willing to ’adjust’ his testimony to suit the needs of the Ervin Committee and the
Special Prosecutor--who were really out to get Dick Nixon.
But let me go one step further, since this lies at the very core of my view about what
brought about the Watergate tragedy: I don’t believe it ever occurred to Nixon,
Haldeman or Ehrlichman--during the entire time that Dean was operating as their
lawyer--that he was actively engaged in criminal wrongdoing. In a way, they were too
naive. They thought he was working to contain the problem. It would have been
inconceivable that their own lawyer would knowingly break the law by leading the entire
Cover-up.
I want you to savor that thought--that his superiors never suspected that Dean was
committing crimes himself--because that is the only explanation that rationalizes
everything that followed.
You will have to get the specific details from my book, but even Dean says he never told
them any specifics, so they could preserve deniability. And, I’m sure that Dean certainly
assumed he was doing their bidding--he knew they wanted him to do this, even if they
didn’t specifically say so. This minor miscommunication--going to the very heart of the
Watergate tragedy is, I submit, the key to finally understanding Watergate.
And this is what brings us to the last two items on the slide--where Dean’s own
misdeeds may have led to even greater damage.
Non-Disclosure to WH staff
¯ It’s not just that Dean ran the whole Cover-up; he actively prevented the
White House from ever really coming clean about what had been going on at
CRP. Each and every time the idea of lancing the boil or letting it all hang out
was discussed, it was John Dean--and John Dean alone--who dissuaded the
others at the White House from pursuing such a course of disclosure. Of
course, his real concern is now clear: Dean was the only one who knew full
well that any attempt at full disclosure would immediately focus the spotlight
on his own criminal actions.
Escalating Testimony, in pursuit of Immunity
Only after Dean proved unable to write his promised report was he relieved of
responsibility for investigating CRP’s involvement. This was the end of
March of 1973, seven days following release of McCord’s letter. There
followed as race to make a deal with federal prosecutors: Yes, Magruder was
first to jump ship and to confess to advance knowledge of the Break-in--but
only Dean knew the full details of the subsequent Cover-up, since he had been
involved from day one. Even when negotiating a deal, however, Dean sought
only to save his own skin--desperately seeking immunity, in turn, from the

President, from the US Attorney’s office, from the Ervin Committee, and
finally, from the Special Prosecutor.
Even more troubling, it is rather apparent that Dean altered his version of
events in each instance, putting forth whatever scenario seemed most likely to
help him gain immunity and avoid personal prosecution.
I know you may have trouble believing this stuff about Dean changing his
story, but let me assure you that there are memos in the Watergate
Prosecutor’s own files that document the changes in his story. It is the memo
from Earl Silbert, the original lea~l prosecutor in the US Attorney’s office-who really broke the Cover-up case, by the way--who uses the word,
’escalates’ to describe Dean’s constantly expanding and evolving
recollections.
IV. Demise of the Nixon Administration
I already listed some twenty adverse developments following disclosure of the Cover-up
that combined to bring down the Nixon Administration. You will have to get the full
story from my book, but let’s look at just two sample events. I think I can show you that
there’s a distinct possibility that what you have been led to believe is quite far from what
actually happened.
1. Nixon’s Order to Stonewall
First, let’s turn to the Stonewall quote, a segment of Presidential conversation found only
in the transcripts prepared by the House Judiciary staff.
One of the proofs cited by those who would have you believe that Nixon was in on the
Cover-up from the very start is a segment of the John Dean meeting of March 22, 1973,
but occurs after Dean left the President’s EOB office.
Since Dean already had left the conversation, this segment was not included in the
Transcripts released by the White House on April 30, 1974. It is, however, included in
the transcripts released by the House Judiciary Committee on March 22, 1973. Let’s
reproduce their version here:
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I don’t give a shit what happens.
I want you all to stonewall it,
let them plead the 5th Amendment,
cover-up or anything else,
if it’ll save it--save the plan.
That’s the whole point.
Well, there you have it! President Nixon--with his own words--has indicated a full
knowledge of a Cover-up plan and has ordered that it be protected at all costs. This is

perhaps the most famous segment of the Tapes--proofofNixon’s guilt for all to see. It
was devastating when released--and is featured time and again in Watergate reviews:
It’s been on the cover of Newsweek Magazine and is featured on the frontispiece of
Stonewall, Ben-Veniste’s book about how he personally brought down the President-and quoted again in his argument that Nixon’s involvement in Watergate was far worse
than President Clinton’s involvement in his own sea of troubles.
The quote was also introduced into evidence at the CRP Cover-up Trial. What could
possibly be clearer proof of Presidential knowledge of and involvement in the Cover-up
Plan?
Unfortunately--for Nixon, his aides and for the Nation--this is a demonstrably inaccurate
transcription of what the President actually said. The House Judiciary transcript contains
at least two critical errors that may or may not have been intentionally included by their
staff.
To understand what is being said, you have to look at the whole thrust of the
conversation, what comes before that famous admonition, as well as what follows:
Coming before, and according to the Judiciary’s own version:
Now let me make this clear. I, I, I thought it was, uh, very, uh, very cruel
thing as it mined out--although at the time I had to tell [unintelligible]--what
happened to Adams. I don’t want it to happen with Watergate--the
Watergate matter. I think he made a, made a mistake, but he shouldn’t have
been sacked, he shouldn’t have been--And, uh, for that reason, I am perfectly
willing to-The critical quote, then, falls in the middle of another thought, so let’s put Nixon’s whole
conversation of March 22, 1973, into context:
--Note the President is talking to his best friend, John Mitchell, whom he already
removed from head of CRP a full year before. Here, he is telling his friend, in a
painful and private conversation, that the President of the United States is not
going to take any action to prevent CRP employees from having to appear before
the Federal Grand Jury which is now re-investigating the whole Watergate matter
in light of the McCord letter to Judge Sirica. (On April 17th, the President
announced that members of the White House staff would also be available to
testify.)
--Second, note the reference to Sherman Adams, Eisenhower’s Chief of Staff.
Adams stood accused of accepting gifts, including a Vicuna coat, from someone
who had pending business before two Federal regulatory agencies. Nixon, Vice
President at the time, felt Adams had been unceremoniously sacked without being
given the opportunity even to defend himself.

Now, read the rest of the conversation again, especially the second paragraph--because
Nixon is saying, that while WH and CRP staff will have to appear before the Grand Jury
(Mitchell, included, of course), Nixon is not dictating what they are supposed to say in
their own defense, since each is going to have to decide what is best for himself:
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I don’t give a shit what happens. Go down and sto-, stonewall it; Tell ’em, ’plead
the 5th Amendment, cover-up’ or anything else, if it’ll save ’em--save it for ’em.
That’s the whole point.
Please note I have highlighted what I believe is the accurate transcript of what was said.
But, "Wait!" you say, "What have you done? You’ve changed several critical parts.
First, you changed his direct order ’I want you to’ to a much more ambiguous ’Go down
and’. Most importantly, if you use the words ’save it for them’ instead of ’save theplan’,
you change the whole meaning of the quote: He’s not telling Mitchell to lie; he’s telling
him that it would be better for everyone if his people simply told the truth. You have the
President saying exactly the opposite of what we have been told that he said. By what
authority do you change the transcript?"
Well, my friends, I transcribed this part, too--even though the White House decided not
to publish it, since Dean had left the room (and the subpoena was only for the
NixoniDean conversation). Now, I grant you the tape is not crystal clear--in fact, it is
among the most difficult of the tapes to understand or transcribe. But, in my humble
opinion--and from my very own notes at the time, as well as using the more
sophisticated electronic filters now available, my transcription is by far the more
accurate. It also makes the most sense in the overall context.
Now, let’s go on and finish the transcript, so you can all see the uncontroverted transcript
of the very next segment.
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On the other hand, I would prefer, as I said to you, that you do it the other way
[have everyone tell the truth]. And I would particularly prefer to do it that other
way if it’s going to come out that way anyway. And that my view, with the
number of jackass people that they’ve got that they can call, they’re going to. The
story they get out through leaks, charges, and so forth, and innuendos, will be a
hell of a lot worse than the story they’re going to get out by just letting it out
there.
I submit that what at that time was released to the world by the House Judiciary as proof
positive of Presidential knowledge of a Cover-up Plan turns out to say precisely the
opposite of what was supposed. Whoever prepared this transcript on the Inquiry Staff of
House Judiciary went much further than an objective transcript. This is not untypical of

their transcript: In lots of cases where the tapes were unclear and they couldn’t make out
the words with any precision, they simply invented them--and wrote down what they
wanted to have heard rather than only what they really could hear!
In the midst of the Watergate fray--what with the House Judiciary saying we had not
produced accurate transcripts--and that they had--the House version was of immense
importance--and the public was left with the clear, but completely erroneous, impression
that Nixon knew and participated in a Cover-up Plan, just as Dean was alleging.
2. Release of the Smoking Gun tape.

Let’s turn now to the last straw, the Smoking Gun tape.
You will remember that it was the release of this tape on August 5th of 1974, following
the 8-0 Supreme Court decision that all subpoenaed tapes had to be turned over, that
sealed the President’s fate and led directly to his resignation four days later.
[Slide 12]
First, let’s look at the precise operative language. It is clear and unambiguous that the
President agrees with Haldeman’s suggestion of using the CIA to cut offone aspect of
the FBI’s investigation. The critical part of the conversation is quite short and to the
point:
Haldeman: ....they’ll stop if we could take this other route.
President: All fight
Haldeman: And you seem to think the thing to do is get them to stop?
President: Right, fine.
This clearly constitutes an obstruction ofjustice-~especially if you believe Nixon knew
of the Break-in in advance. It’s not as picturesque as the Stonewall quote, but the tape is
far clearer and this is the one they play for all the students visiting the National Archives,
because it capsulizes all of Watergate.
[Slide 13]
Now, let’s look at the full transcriptwand, it’s important at this point that you harken
back to what I told you about Gordon Liddy laundering the campaign contributions-because that’s what this conversation is all about.
Haldeman reports that there is a $25,000 check found in Bernard Barker’s account, a
political contribution from Minnesota that can be traced through a Mexican bank. The
FBI’s investigation "is now leading into some productive areas." If the money path is

followed, "it goes in some directions we don’t want it to go". He goes on to say that both
Mitchell and Dean suggest that this aspect of the investigation could be cut off if
Haldeman and Ehrlichman were to ask the CIA to tell the FBI to ’back off’.
They then go on to discuss just why the people at the CIA should be willing to do this
favor for the White House. It seems rather clear there is no intent to shut off the
investigation into the Watergate burglary itself or to interfere with any effort to trace
responsibility back to CRP. But it is just as clear they don’t want the investigation to
spread into one of campaign contributions.
Now know something else, don’t we? We know this had virtually nothing to do with the
Watergate Break-in itself. We also know that using the CIA was Dean’s idea and that, in
the context in which it was presented, it was only to prevent inquiries into campaign
contributions: to spare prominent contributors from possible public disclosure. It
certainly did not go to the core of the wrong doing--there is no clear evidence that either
Nixon or Haldeman were trying to shut off the FBI’s investigation of the burglary itself.
Remember, you also have to view this transcript in the context of what actually followed:
When Ehrlichman and Haldeman met with the CIA, the only thing they asked them to do
was to take steps to shut off any further FBI investigation into the Mexican bank account
activity. Even then, the CIA did not persist in its admonition and the FBI’s investigation
into campaign contributions was delayed by only nine days.
Whether this really constitutes an outright obstruction of justice by Nixon, Haldeman and
Ehrlichrnan depends upon the facts and circumstances. It really doesn’t matter whether
you believe it constituted a technical violation of law; it is hardly a reason for a President
to have been forced to resign.
By the time the transcript was released in August of 1974, and it that atmosphere of
national hysteria, Nixon really had no choice: he had completely lost the confidence and
consent of the People. So, resign he did---on August 9, 1974.
V. Cover-up Trial
Let us conclude with a brief review of the subsequent Cover-up trial itself.
With Nixon out of the way--and safe from certain prosecution because of Ford’s pardon-all that was left was to imprison his henchmen. IfNixon was out of reach, the Special
Prosecutor could at least get his senior aides.
In the end, folks will tell you that everyone had their day in court--and every one of the
President’s men was convicted on all counts after a full trial that began several months
following the President’s resignation. And, that’s tree--they sure were convicted. The
question for us is whether that trial was more like the Salem witch trials of the 1600s or
the scandalous child abuse trials of the 1980s for certain day care operators: a circus

more than a trial, without any of the rudiments of due process guaranteed in our
constitution.
[Slide 14]
Let’ s look at those Rudiments of Due Process:
¯

Prosecutorial Discretion (In Re Sealed Case)

There are three branches of the Federal Government, each held from abusive power by as
system of checks and balances. Where, one might ask rhetorically, were the checks and
balances on the Special Prosecutor?
Instead of a career prosecutor, forced to allocate scarce prosecutorial resources among a
wide variety of criminal misconduct, you had a dedicated Special Prosecutor, whose sole
goal was to nail the President and his senior staff. It was no accident virtually everyone
on Cox’s staff came from Harvard Law School and that the only previous experience-among those few who had any previous prosecutorial experience at all--was from serving
in the Kennedy/Johnson Administrations. You need only read some of their memos-now publicly available in the National Archives--or some of their later books to
understand that this was--from the outset--a political witch hunt.
In addition, there was the nature of the charges brought: a single overarching conspiracy
to obstruct justice count, coupled with various perjury counts against individual
defendants. The great danger of conspiracy counts is their potential for abuse by
prosecutors seeking to obtain a conviction at any cost. It’s one thing to use there against
the Mob or Drug Cartels, where they are really bad guys--but entirely another in a
political context.
Remember, there is no real need for a specific showing of proof: all you need is a group
of people committed to an improper course of action, coupled with a single criminal act
by one of the individuals in furtherance of that conspiracy. Since everyone’s job on the
Nixon staff was to re-elect the President--and disclosures about Watergate would have
an adverse effect on that goal--no further motive was needed to show a conspiracy. Then
you had John Dean saying his own admittedly criminal acts were known to and
authorized by the others. It did not matter that there was no proof other than John’s bare
statements; it did not matter that there was no mention of any conspiracy when John first
came to see the US Attorney or when he testified before the Ervin Committee. It did not
matter that none of the tapes gave any indication that Dean had told his superiors of his
criminal acts or contain any hint of a knowing conspiracy among them. No, it only
mattered that this charge could be maintained with the barest of supporting evidence in
order to get to the jury.
¯ Opportunity to Present a Defense

The alleged conspiracy began with the Watergate arrests and lasted fight up to trial.
Some 45 ’overt acts’ were alleged to have occurred. Possible evidence involved
thousands of pages of documents, thousands of pages of sworn testimony before the
Ervin Committee and various Grand Juries, and tens of hours of tape recordings.
Yet the resources brought to trial were slightly one-sided: When they finally got their
day in court, the defendants had been unemployed for a year and a half and forced to
counter the full court press of dozens and dozens of prosecutors and with tens of millions
of dollars of resources. They had been dragged before several different grand juries and
forced to testify before the Ervin Committee. Access to their own files, Grand Jury
testimony and even the tapes was severely and strictly limited.
Ehrlichman and Haldeman’s principle defense was that they had always been acting at
the President’s instruction--but that neither they nor the President knew of Dean’s
specific criminal activities. The prime individual missing from the entire trial, however,
was President Nixon himself. He was on the West Coast with phlebitis--and too sick to
testify, so the WH defendants were left without much of a defense at all.
¯

Unbiased judge

The theory is that you get an unbiased judge--a neutral officer presiding over contesting
sides. No one can claim that was the role played by Judge Sirica.
Sirica had tried the original Break-in Trial, where he relished the spotlight and had
frequently acted as prosecutor. He has been severely criticized for sentencing Liddy and
McCord to 40 years in prison for something other first time defendants would get
probation for. Bad enough, but once the McCord letter broke the Cover-up wide open, he
refused to relinquish his starring role: he presided at the Evidentiary Hearings on the tape
controversies--and extended them needlessly, just for the circus of it all. Not satisfied,
he presided over the Cover-up trial itself. No lawyer is proud of Sirica’s judicial
temperament, conduct or questioning of witnesses from the bench during the trial. It is
virtually impossible to maintain that he was functioning in an unbiased and judicious
capacity.
¯ Unbiased and Untainted Jury
Trial by an unbiased and untainted jury of one’s peers stands at the very core of our
system of justice. Yet the jury pool in the District of Columbia from which the jury was
selected is consistently the most heavily Democratic in our entire nation: Then, as now,
their vote is about 90% Democratic. So much for being unbiased.
Moreover, citizens in the Nation’s Capital were subjected to massive daily media
attention on all the alleged wrong doing of Watergate--almost 10 times as much media
coverage as the rest of the nation. So much for being untainted.

The very idea that you could try a political case in the District of Columbia, with its
Democratic bias and after all that adverse publicity--and beginning less than two months
after the unprecedented resignation of Richard Nixon is simply ludicrous.
You may recall that one of the prime reasons cited by Clinton’s Independent Prosecutor
for not indicting him for perjury once he had left office was the obvious inability to
secure his conviction from any jury within the District of Columbia. If that argument is
valid, the reverse is also true: The jury in the Cover-up trial was more of a lynch mob
than an unbiased jury of one’s peers.
The core charge of the Cover-up trial was an overarching conspiracy to obstruct justice.
Dean, who was clearly guilty and in prison, testified they were all in it together. But his
oral testimony stood alone--and he was released immediately upon their conviction. In
that highly charged atmosphere, the jury convicted all major figures on all counts after
only a few hours of deliberation.
What of any appeal? Well, one of the three appellate judges did find the jury pool had
been poisoned by the news coverage and that the trial should have been postponed, but
the two others--both appointed by Democrats--simply held their noses and decided it
was better to get on with healing a wounded nation. Yet, even today, there has emerged
no objective proof that Haldeman or Ehrlichman directed, much less even knew of,
Dean’s criminal acts.
VI. Conclusion

[Slide 15]
You will have to read my book to learn all the details about what really went on during
the long slow demise of the Nixon Administration, but today we all know three things for
sure:
--The shock that a President would tape his conversations was entirely invalid and
misplaced: Every WH from Roosevelt forward has had a taping system of some
form.
--No Administration is safe from a Special Prosecutor, whose sole goal is to get a
President (Remember the $45 million spent investigating the Iran Contra Affair?
Remember Ken Starr and how many felt his actions were partisan?) Knowing
what I know, it should come as no surprise their statute authorization has been
allowed to expire.
--Impeachment of a sitting President is not without serious political consequences.
In Watergate’s aftermath, we really did lose the Vietnam War, as well as almost
all our progress in the war against drugs, and, of course, the whole idea of a
strong Executive Branch.
I hope you will want to read my book to evaluate my perspectives against conventional
wisdom. I also hope, after you have thought about it, the whole Watergate Tragedy
should leave you with an overwhelming sense--not of victory--but of waste.
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Book Themes
Politics as usual: Watergate was a minor incident in a titanic political battle for
power--rooted in divided government, which few people understood or appreciated-then or now.
o

o

o

0

The guilty went free: Dean, Magruder and Bittman essentially walked free in order to
’get’ Nixon, Haldeman and Ehrlichman--in an unprecedented display of
prosecutorial excess approaching a lynch-mob mentality.
We all are prisoners of our youth: Scars from Nixon’s climb from humble, western
origins complicated his career and his Watergate defense, emboldened his cultural
and political enemies, and made Watergate into a Greek tragedy.
Miscommunications: Ambiguities in instructions and in reporting--miscommunications between superiors and subordinates--provide the key to
unanswered questions about Watergate’s origins.
Nixon’s Legacy: Contributions during 25 years of public service far outweigh
Nixon’s Watergate demise: he was the first of three bold, foreign-affairs presidents
from the west: Nixon, Reagan, Bush II. His Domestic Council/OMB policy-making
approach marked the beginning of the modern presidency--and those attracted to his
administration have helped guide the Republican Party ever since.

Watergate Summary
Conventional Wisdom: Nixon probably knew of the Break-in in
advance and personally orchestrated the entire Cover-up. Great
reporting broke the case and America won, showing no man is
above the law.

o

Shepard’s Version: John Dean was central to all wrong doing-from Break-in to Cover-up--perhaps in the mistaken belief it was
what was expected of him. When his Cover-up failed, he tailored
his testimony in pursuit of personal immunity--and was let off
virtually Scot free in a political witch hunt, orchestrated by Ted
Kennedy, to get Nixon and his senior White House aides.

Gordon Liddy’s Three Strikes
1. Fielding Break-in (September 3, 1971)

2. Campaign Contribution Money Laundering (April 7, 1972)

3. Watergate Break-in (June 17, 1972)

John Dean’s Watergate Treachery
1. Responsible for Campaign Intelligence Initiative

2. Led Entire Cover-up

3. Prevented White House Disclosure

4. Escalated Testimony in Pursuit of Personal Immunity

Focus of Inquiry
¯ Happenings inside the White House between:
March 23, 1973:

McCord letter alleging
Watergate Cover-up disclosed
in court.

¯ August 9, 1974: Nixon resigns as President.

20 Adverse Events
April 30, 1973:

Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Dean leave White House,
Kleindienst resigns as Attorney General
¯ May 17, 1973:
Senate’s Ervin Committee Hearings begin
¯ May25, 1973:
Richardson becomes Attorney General, Cox appointed
Special Prosecutor
¯ June 25, 1973:
Dean begins Ervin Committee testimony
¯ July 16, 1973:
Disclosure of White House taping system
¯ July 23, 1973:
Cox subpoenas nine tapes, Ervin Committee authorizes
subpoenas for all materials from 1972 election
¯ October 12, 1973: Circuit court upholds subpoena for nine tapes
¯ October 20, 1973: Saturday Night Massacre follows collapse of Stennis
Compromise
October 31, 1973: Non-existence of two subpoenaed tapes results in
Evidentiary Hearing
¯ November 26, 1973: Disclosure of 18 minute gap in tape of June 20, 1972

20 Adverse Events (continued)
¯
¯

December, 1973:
March, 1974:

¯ April 18, 1974:
¯ April 30, 1974:
¯
¯

May 9, 1974:
June 25, 1974:

¯ July 12, 1974:
¯ July 24, 1974:
¯ July 30, 1974:
¯ August 5, 1974:

House authorizes impeachment inquiry
Special Prosecutor obtains indictments for Fielding
Break-in and CRP Cover-up
Special Prosecutor subpoenas 64 more tapes
White House releases selected tape transcripts, with
"Expletives Deleted"
House Judiciary begins impeachment hearings
House Judiciary releases transcripts of 8 Dean tapes,
including Nixon order to stonewall
Ehrlichman convicted in Plumbers’ Trial
Supreme Court upholds subpoena of 64 tapes
House Judiciary adopts first of three Articles of
Impeachment
White House releases transcripts of 64 tapes, including
June 23, 1973, the Smoking Gun

Key Watergate Events
Disclosure

Event

Occurrence

June 17, 1972

Watergate Break-in, Nixon in Key Biscayne.

June 17,1972

June 25-29, 1973

John Dean, Counsel to the President, sent
to investigate on behalf of the White House
and to contain the problem at CRP.

June 19,1972

First recorded Nixon/Haldeman
conversation following Break-in.
Haldeman’s notes say "Watergate", but
section is missing (the "18 Minute Gap").

June 20,1972

Next recorded Nixon/Haldeman
conversation involving Watergate, in which
Nixon agrees to an obstruction of justice.
(the "Smoking Gun")

June 23,1972

November 21, 1973

August 5, 1974

July 1, 1972
August 9, 1974

John Mitchell resides as head of CRP.
Nixon resigns as President.

July 1, 1972
August 9, 1974

Watergate as Tragedy
Aristotle defines the ideal tragic hero as:
"’A man who is highly renowned and prosperous, but
one who is not pre-eminently virtuous and just, whose
misfortune, however, is brought upon him not by vice
and depravity, but by some error of judgment or
frailty." Poetics.
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¯

Nixon was the first partisan Republican President in 34 years, but also the first in 130 years not to control
the Congress when first elected.
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Nixon was the first partisan Republican President in 34 years, but also the first in 130 years not to control
the Congress when first elected.
¯

Nixon’s election was not a fluke in an unbroken line of Democratic victories, but the beachhead of a swing
toward Republican control of the Executive Branch, as well as growing control of the Congress.
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Watergate

IranContra Whitewater

Nixon was the first partisan Republican President in 34 years, but also the first in 130 years not to control
the Congress when first elected.
¯

Nixon’s election was not a fluke in an unbroken line of Democratic victories, but the beachhead of a swing
toward Republican control of the Executive Branch, as well as growing control of the Congress.

¯

Our only major political scandals have occurred each and every time a second term President is faced with
a hostile Congress.

House Judiciary Transcript of March 22, 1973
President Nixon speaking to John Mitchell:
"7 don’t give a shit what happens, I want you all to
stonewall it. Let them plead the 5th Amendment, coverup or anything else, if it will save it - save the plan.
That’s the whole point. ’"

Correct Transcript of March 22, 1973
President Nixon speaking to John Mitchell:
"I don "t give a shit what happens. Go down and
stonewall it; Tell ’em, "plead the 5th Amendment,
cover-up’; or anything else, if it’ll save "em - save it for
’em. That’s the whole point. ’"

House Judiciary Transcript of March 22, 1973 (cont’d)
¯ Next Portion of Nixon statement to Mitchell:
"On the other hand, I would prefer, as I said to you,
that you do it the other way [have everyone tell the
truth]. And I would particularly prefer to do it that
other way if it’s going to come out that way anyway.
And that my view, with the number of jackass people
that they’re got that they can call, they’re going to.
The story they get out through leaks, charges, and so
forth, and innuendos, will be a hell of a lot worse than
the story they’re going to get out by just letting it out
there."

Critical Portion of

Smoking Gun Tape (June 23, 1972)
¯ H: ...[T]hey’ll stop if we could take this other route.
¯ P: All right.

¯ H: And you seem to think the thing to do is get them to stop?
¯ P: Right, fine.
¯ H: They [Mitchell and Dean] say the only way to do that is

from White House instructions. And it’s got to be to Helms
and to--ah, what’s his name...? Walters. And the
proposal would be that Ehrlichman and I call them and
say, ah
¯

P: All right, fine.

Opening Portion of
Smoking Gun Tape (June 23, 1972)

H:

Their investigation is now leading imo some
productive areas--because they’ve been able to trace
the money--not through the money itself--but through
the bank sources--the banker. And it now goes in some
directions we don’t want it to go...

Preceding Portion of Smoking Gun Transcript

(June 23, 1972)
¯ P:

They’ve traced the money? Who’d they trace it to?

¯

Well, they’ve traced to a name, but they haven’t gotten to the guy
yet.

H:

¯ P:

Would it be somebody here?

¯

H: Ken Dahlberg.

¯

P:

¯

H: He gave $25,000 in Minnesota and the check went directly to this

Who the hell is Ken Dahlberg?
guy Barker.

P:

It isn’t from the Committee, though, from Stans?
Yeah. It is. It’s directly traceable and there’s some more through
some Texas people that went to the Mexican bank--which can
also be traced to the Mexican bank--they’ll get their names today.

Rudiments of Due Process
Equal Protection
¯

Selective Enforcement

¯

Prosecutorial Discretion

¯

Conspiracy Statutes

¯

Opportunity to Present Defense

¯

Unbiased Judge

¯ Unbiased and Untainted Jury

Lessons Learned
¯ Previous five Administrations all had taping systems
No Administration is safe from Independent
Prosecutors
Impeachment is not without consequences.
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Watergate Summary
Conventional Wisdom: Nixon knew of Break-in in
advance and orchestrated the Cover-up. Post broke
the case and America won, showing no man is
above the law.

o

Shepard’s Version: John Dean was responsible for
most wrong doing, in the mistaken belief that was
his job. When his Cover-up failed, he tailored his
testimony in pursuit of personal immunity~and was
let off virtually Scot free in political witch hunt to
get Richard Nixon and his senior aides.

Watergate Summary
Conventional Wisdom: Nixon probably knew of the Break-in
in advance and personally orchestrated the entire Cover-up.
Great reporting broke the case and America won, showing no
man is above the law.

o

Shepard’s Version: John Dean was central to all wrong
doing~from Break-in to Cover-up--perhaps in the mistaken
belief it was what was expected of him. When his Cover-up
failed, he tailored his testimony in pursuit of personal
immunity--and was let off virtually Scot free in a political
witch hunt, orchestrated by Ted Kennedy, to get Nixon and
his senior White House aides.

Gordon Liddy’s Three Strikes
1. Fielding Break-in (September 3, 1971)

2. Campaign Contribution Money Laundering (April 7, 1972)

3. Watergate Break-in (June 17, 1972)

John Dean’s Watergate Treachery
1. Responsible for Campaign Intelligence Initiative

2. Led Entire Cover-up

3. Prevented White House Disclosure

4. Escalated Testimony in Pursuit of Personal Immunity

Focus of Inquiry
Happenings inside the White House between:
March 23, 1973:

McCord letter alleging
Watergate Cover-up disclosed
in court.

¯ August 9, 1974: Nixon resigns as President.

20 Adverse Events
¯ April 30, 1973:

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Dean leave White House,
Kleindienst resigns as Attorney General
May 17, 1973:
Senate’s Ervin Committee Hearings begin
Richardson becomes Attorney General, Cox appointed
May 25, 1973:
Special Prosecutor
Dean begins Ervin Committee testimony
June 25, 1973:
July 16, 1973:
Disclosure of White House taping system
July 23, 1973:
Cox subpoenas nine tapes, Ervin Committee authorizes
subpoenas for all materials from 1972 election
October 12, 1973: Circuit court upholds subpoena for nine tapes
October 20, 1973: Saturday Night Massacre follows collapse of Stennis
Compromise
October 31, 1973: Non-existence of two subpoenaed tapes results in
Evidentiary Hearing
November 26, 1973: Disclosure of 18 minute gap in tape of June 20, 1972

20 Adverse Events (continued)
¯
¯

December, 1973:
March, 1974:

¯ April 18, 1974:
¯ April 30, 1974:
¯ May 9, 1974:
¯ June 25, 1974:
¯ July 12, 1974:
¯ July 24, 1974:
¯ July 30, 1974:
¯ August 5, 1974:

House authorizes impeachment inquiry
Special Prosecutor obtains indictments for Fielding
Break-in and CRP Cover-up
Special Prosecutor subpoenas 64 more tapes
White House releases selected tape transcripts, with
"Expletives Deleted"
House Judiciary begins impeachment hearings
House Judiciary releases transcripts of 8 Dean tapes,
including Nixon order to stonewall
Ehrlichman convicted in Plumbers’ Trial
Supreme Court upholds subpoena of 64 tapes
House Judiciary adopts first of three Articles of
Impeachment
White House releases transcripts of 64 tapes, including
June 23, 1973, the Smoking Gun

Key Watergate Events
Disclosure

Event

Occurrence

June 17,1972

Watergate Break-in, Nixon in Key Biscayne.

June 17, 1972

June 25-29,1973

John Dean, Counsel to the President, sent
to investigate on behalf of the White House
and to contain the problem at CRP.

June 19, 1972

First recorded Nixon/Haldeman
conversation following Break-in.
Haldeman’s notes say "Watergate", but
section is missing (the "18 Minute Gap").

June 20,1972

Next recorded Nixon/Haldeman
conversation involving Watergate, in which
Nixon agrees to an obstruction of justice.
(the "Smoking Gun")

June 23,1972

November 21, 1973

August5,1974

July 1, 1972
August 9, 1974

John Mitchell resides as head of CRP.
Nixon resigns as President.

July 1, 1972
August 9, 1974

Watergate as Tragedy
¯ Aristotle defines the ideal tragic hero as:
"’A man who is highly renowned and prosperous, but
one who is not pre-eminently virtuous and just, whose
misfortune, however, is brought upon him not by vice
and depravity, but by some error of judgment or
frailty." Poetics.
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Nixon was the first partisan Republican President in 34 years, but also the first in 130 years not to control
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Nixon was the first partisan Republican President in 34 years, but also the first in 130 years not to control
the Congress when first elected.
Nixon’s election was not a fluke in an unbroken line of Democratic victories, but the beachhead of a swing
toward Republican control of the Executive Branch, as well as growing control of the Congress.
Our only major political scandals have occurred each and every time a second term President is faced with
a hostile Congress.

House Judiciary Transcript of March 22, 1973
President Nixon speaking to John Mitchell:
"I don’t give a shit what happens, I want you all to
stonewall it. Let them plead the 5th Amendment, coverup or anything else, if it will save it - save the plan.
That’s the whole point."

Correct Transcript of March 22, 1973
¯ President Nixon speaking to John Mitchell:
"’I don’t give a shit what happens. Go down and
stonewall it; Tell ’em, "plead the 5th Amendment,
cover-up "’, or anything else, if it’ll save "em - save it for
’em. That’s the whole point."

House Judiciary Transcript of March 22, 1973 (cont’d)
¯ Next Portion of Nixon statement to Mitchell:
"On the other hand, I would prefer, as I said to you,
that you do it the other way [have everyone tell the
truth]. And I would particularly prefer to do it that
other way if it’s going to come out that way anyway.
And that my view, with the number of jackass people
that they "ve got that they can call, they’re going to.
The story they get out through leaks, charges, and so
forth, and innuendos, will be a hell of a lot worse than
the story they’re going to get out by just letting it out
there."

Critical Portion of

Smoking Gun Tape (June 23, 1972)
¯ H: ...[T]hey’ll stop if we could take this other route.
¯ P: All right.
¯ H: And you seem to think the thing to do is get them to stop?
¯ . P:

Right, fine.

¯ H: They [Mitchell and Dean] say the only way to do that is
from White House instructions. And it’s got to be to Helms
and to--ah, what’s his name... ? Waiters. And the
proposal would be that Ehrlichman and I call them and
say, ah-¯

P: All right, fine.

Opening Portion of
Smoking Gun Tape (June 23, 1972)

H:

Their investigation is now leading into some
productive areaslbecause they’ve been able to trace
the money--not through the money itself--but through
the bank sources--the banker. And it now goes in some
directions we don’t want it to go...

Preceding Portion of Smoking Gun Transcript

(June 23, 1972)
¯

p.

¯

H: Well, they’ve traced to a name, but they haven’t gotten to the guy

They’ve traced the money? Who’d they trace it to?
yet.

¯ P:

Would it be somebody here?

¯

H:

Ken Dahlberg.

¯

P."

¯

Who the hell is Ken Dahlberg?

~

H: He gave $25,000 in Minnesota and the check went directly to this

guy Barker.
It isn’t from the Committee, though, from Stans?
Yeah. It is. It’s directly traceable and there’s some more through
some Texas people that went to the Mexican bank--which can
also be traced to the Mexican bank--they’ll get their names today.

Rudiments of Due Process
Equal Protection

¯

¯

Selective Enforcement

¯

Prosecutorial Discretion

¯

Conspiracy Statutes

Opportunity to Present Defense

¯ Unbiased Judge
¯ Unbiased and Untainted Jury

Lessons Learned
Previous five Administrations all had taping systems
No Administration is safe from Independent
Prosecutors

Impeachment is not without consequences.

Remaining Book Notes, Themes and Ideas

Revised 1/26/05
Cover-up
¯ Jaworski says proof of crime was when President knew perjury was going on and didn’t tell
authorities (Jaworski, p224), query implication for all the rest of us
Magruder told Silbert, et al, that he had no personal knowledge of involvement of H, E or
President in cover-up activities and only told Haldeman whole story on 3/28. This would be
first time Haldeman learns of any specifics.
¯ Mitchell also rehearsed Magruder for his GJ appearances, aligning him right w/Dean in
Cover-up (Magruder statement). Magruder also says Martian, LaRue and Dean were
responsible for holding the line at Liddy/Hunt/McCord; that he wasn’t really involved in the
Cover-up.
WH Horrors are enumerated by Ervin at p 158
"~TedK~
¯ Mullen quotes PBS website bio: "Like his brothers, Ted attended Harvard College. While
there, he arranged for a friend to take a Spanish exam for him, an incident he later had to own
up to before taking public office." The PBS bio goes on to describe the unpleasantness at
Chappaquiddick following which, again according to PBS, "Kennedy did not report the
incident immediately. Later, he pleaded guilty to leaving the scene of an accident."
Sirica’s ~3ias
¯ He was actually the arm of the prosecution and they took lots of questionable steps to keep
him on the case (detailed below). While he was represented by his own counsel at 9 tape
appeal (Sirica p162), he was represented by SP on 64 tape appeal to Supreme Court.
Appropriate, since his role was indistinguishable from that of the prosecution. (Doyle p333)~-"
¯ Siric# even says how Silbert should have involved him more in the questioning of witnesses
(Sirica p85).
¯ Also! p57, Sirica concerned about public perceptions. Add other quotes about his growing
interest in his own stature. (p 121), justifies his jury instructions on basis of mail he was
receiving (p 245), In Epilogue, says "my instincts wouldn’t let me walk away until I had
finished the job" (p297)
WH Transcripts:
¯ Nixon’s change of tone (gilding the lily) occurs on 4/16/73, when he tells Dean to always tell
the truth (Jaworski, p 332)
Ervin Committee
¯ Sta~ details campaign finance problems of Ervin Committee members (Stans, p285}
¯ Ervin omits any discussion of Kennedy starting investigation or mention of Carmine Bellino
having come from Kennedy’s subcommittee
¯ Even Cox thought Ervin Hearings would prevent later trial and went to court to stop them,
but failed. How come trial occurred anyway? (Some on this in Doyle book; but need to
review Cox’s court filing--and see who signed it.)
¯ Gootl quote 0a ~~~ Final Days p113-114
¯ Sumrn~ ~~~fi~g~~~p~163

¯

Need to have EN detailing Dean’s errors and inconsistencies--in Chapter 10, where allude to
memos.
Strac~an’s testimony summarized at Ervin, p159

WSPF Siaffing and Bias
¯ 32 lawyers, average age of 32, 17 from HLS, 7 of 8 senior staff had held important positions
in prior Democratic administrations (Ervin, p 118)
¯ Perhaps identify five task forces (Jaworski, p18)
¯ Perhaps develop detailed info on leadership of five task forces, which set tone for whole
office (Doyle). Struck by ’all the young kids’ (p65).
¯ Be sure to include stuffon Charles Ruff, the guy in the wheel chair who went onto defend
Clinton. Also, try to find old Martindale-Hubbell directory, so can disclose college/law
school affiliations of entire SP office (or renew FOIA request).
¯ Quote about targeted law enforcement (Stans, Chapter 3 and p77)
Stennis Compromise/Saturday Night Massacre
Doyle says his change of mind was occasioned by phone call from his daughter and NY
Times article by Anthony Lewis which Doyle helped plant (Doyle p 154, Lewis does intro to
Doyle book). Best quote is top ofp156.
Also, Gesell later ruled in Ralph Nader suit that firing Cox was "illegal", but Jaworski was
already in place and Cox expressed no interest in returning.
It was the beginning of the Columbus Day Weekend--and the WH had no informed
communications staff on board. One view, perhaps slanted, is that we did not so much lose
the battle with Cox over access to presidential materials, as we lost the PR battle over
whether Cox or Wright was correctly interpreting the constitution. We had the letters and
other documents designed for public disclosure, but did not have the horses---or any friends
in the press--to get out our side of the story.
WSPF reader Jaworski
Guidelines revised for Jaworski that he could not be fired without approval of 6 of 8
Congressional leadership--Committee of Eight: Majority/Minority leadership of House,
Senate and both Judiciary Committees. (Doyle 366, Jaworski p5). This is precisely
Silberman’s point in 1987 case about infringement on purely executive function.
¯ They finessed question of indicting President when, on 3/1/74, Cover-up indictments were
unsealed and GJ presented sealed "roadmap" to be sent to House Judiciary. (Doyle p290).
Surprised WH didn’t object to GJ testimony going to House. Haldeman objected, but Sirica
ruled he could raise any prejudicial outcome at trial, upheld on appeal (Jaworski, p124-26),
of course, no concern with prejudice at Cover-up trial at all.
¯ Need to make FOIA request for 55 page Roadmap. This may also be reason John Doar
didn’.t spend any time interviewing witnesses on his own--since he was promised full
materials from SP.
""’- ¯ 12/26/73 Rich Weinberg 44 page memo to Lacovera concluding sitting President can be
indicted. (Totally rejected in Clinton’s case)
~¯
Great quote about selective enforcement if SP lets Nixon offw/o prosecuting him (Doyle
p351), also great quote on attitude of staff on indictment at pp 360-61.
¯ Following Nixon resignation, Vorenberg returned to ’help’ SP decide what to do (Doyle
p356). Great quote on mood of SP’s office about indicting Nixon (p 360-61)

¯ Jaworski discusses exploring legality of Ford"s pardon, Lacovera memo, et al. (Jaworski,
p305)
Differing Interpretations of Tapes of March 21, 1973-¯ WSPF concludes Nixon/Dean ’cancer on presidency’ conversation is open and shut evidence
of obstruction of justice: As they see it, Nixon wants Hunt’s blackmail paid, Haldeman calls
Mitchell following meeting, Mitchell clears payment (which is made by La_Rue that evening).
Next day, no need for further discussion, since he’s been paid off(Jaworski 215).
¯ Opposing view is that Mitchell already had authorized payment Oust of legal expenses, not
additional blackmail money), but no one at WH knew it.
¯ Huge consequences flow from differing interpretations. Need to tie down specifics.
Prologue: May need to shorten Watergate summary, so can explain more fully in Part llI--to
put into context: specifics on Dahlberg money movement, thwarted Dahlberg/Orgarrio
interrogatories, 3/21 payment of Hunt monetary demands.
Issue is not the story of Watergate’s roaring conflagration at its end--that consumed everyone
and everything near by; issue is how it came to be--how the initial spark (wrong-doing) was
nursed and nurtured into an open flame, which was then fanned into an ever larger story.
(i) Inside: How did we get:
¯ From necessary and appropriate steps by Gov’t to investigate and respond to Pentagon
Paper leak; To Fielding Breaking?
¯ From "perfectly legitimate campaign intelligence plan"--now known as Opposition
Research; To Liddy’ s proposals for’mugging, bugging and prostitution’?
¯ From providing humanitarian assistance to Watergate defendants; To secrecy and
blackmail that undermined alternative motive?
[I blame all this on Liddy and Dean, but demand to know who was supposed to supervise them]
(ii) Outside: What kept this thing alive and coalesced to shelter in threatening moments?
¯ Kennedy/Flug are always there, lurking in the shadows: beginning investigation,
contributing Bellino to Ervin Committee, briefing Sam Dash, briefing Cox over
Memorial Day weekend, learning GJ testimony from Cox.
¯ Harvard/Yale are always supplying the expertise: Harvard dominates Ervin Committee
staff and WSPF. Yale dominates House Judiciary Impeachment Inquiry
¯ Sirica/Silbert conversation, Sirica/Dash connection, Dash writing Dean testimony,
Weiker/Dean connection, Cox briefing Kennedy on GJ testimony, Sirica/Jaworski
coordination (including timing of indictment and non-indictment of Bittman), all are
unprecedented
¯ Review Fred Thompson’s book to check how Weiker got named and insights into his
conduct
Steptoe & Johnson
¯ Tighten up stuff about John Nolan,
and Tom Powers being part of Robert
Kennedy’s DOJ and waiting for return. This is same cabal that worked WSPF and ran
Democratic DC. My revenge is knowing they waited in vain for the rest of their careers-since Teddy never made a successful run: Even Carter trounced him. Living well is the best
revenge.

Fair Trials: Break-in Evidentiary Hearing, Cover-up
¯ Colson’s only condition in guilty plea was that he be sentenced by someone other than Sirica
(Sirica, p243), so was done by Gesell, same courtesy not extended to Haldeman.
ln...~..~-,1.-; ,-.1~,~.. -

"

"

¯

! .... .~’~.t.

~O

Higl?ly improper in and of itaelf¢~-t~ if onl-~’ discussion concerned~ Presidential
~ indictment. (Neither Jaworski nor Sirica mention these meetings in their own books, for
obvious reasons). No doubt Sifica also pointed out that they had to bring indictment before
his mandatory retirement at CJ on March 19, when he turned 70, after which he could no
longer control who would hear the Cover-up case. Sirica comments on same thing (Sirica,
p242; Javco~ki, p120 N~ ~ueither mentions exparte,~with~good’~
Indictments/self-assignment to Sirica clearly had been wired in advance.
Mardian’s conviction overturned on appeal--wanted stricter rules of evidence after his lead
attorney got sick and had to drop out
SP did not indict Bittman, Hunt’s lawyer, in Cover-up case, even though had clear cause to
do so (as they did do with Parkinson). To have done so, however, would have caused Sirica
to recuse himself (Doyle, p385-86; Sirica, p290-1) which they clearly didn’t want to do.
(Doyle p303) Try FOIA request to see if there are memos in SP’s file about this (topic:
Bittman)
BesCd ~~ is 9~~~.~ by Doyle at p288, also by Zeifinan.~t p158
¯~:~~~y ~t p2~I2) Ervin also.t~sgood quote
Conspiracy statutes simply don’t work when applied to otherwise legal entity. Contrast Mob
with Baseball team or political campaign. This is not as simple as saying we had motive, it’s
that very presence in the Mob indicates conspiracy because there is no alternative
explanation. Trouble with conspiracy to make faulty widgets is that you already involved in
operation to make widgets in the first place, so the next jump is difficult to distinguish. If
there was a proper motive and an improper one, particularly in a political case, how do you
expect a District of Columbia jury to appreciate the difference?
"~* Magruder should never have been allowed on stand as witness: Witness prep memo notes 50
instances where he has contradicted previous sworn testimony--and contains great quote:
"Whether Magruder’s memory of these conversations can be sufficiently improved to make
his testimony concerning them worthwhile, however, remains to be seen." He was
interviewed so many times by SP’s office---and testified before so many GJs that Buzhardt
was told (and told me) they were not sure in good conscience they could put him on stand.
There’s a great quote in Darkness at Noon, where prisoner finally sees 5 fingers--no
distortion, etc. This is what happened to Magruder--he concocted memories to suit SP:
about Mitchell’s approval of plan, about conversations and involvement of others. SP knew
it and used him anyway.
~ to Jaworsl~ 92,omm~ oo t~OJ ~ "prior non-erffor~m~n-t policy"
~l’:~ ~atributions
~o Plea bargaining: JDE came in right after Krogh to explore plea bargain, but rejected outright
(Jaworski, 43), Haldeman/Mitchell, too, (Jaworski, p325)
"x,x~Smoking
Gun
as Obstruction
of Justice interrogations of Ken Dahlberg and Manuel Orgarrio,
¯ At (~IA
request,
t~t Gray postponed
concerning campaign contributions, for nine days--men later found to have been totally
innocent of any wrongdoing. (Jaworski 252)
¯ Stanrs agrees w/my analysis it was just about stopping the tracing of the money (Stans, p212);
I-laldeman testifies to this interpretation at trial (Siriea p286)

¯ Alan Dershowitz spent lots of time in Criminal Law (on me) developing idea that criminal
laws had it all backwards and we should punish intent, along with steps taken in furtherance
of that intent, rather than outcome. Example was guy shooting his brother, but missing or
after his brother had died of a heart attack. Developed idea of deterrence rather than revenge.
¯ Sort of same thing in Smoking Gun: If the campaign finance contributions and their
handling were not crimes, than how could trying to get the CIA to thwart their investigation
be a crime? (Perhaps allusion to Martha Stewart’s unfortunate situation) If we are only
punishing intent, how come we didn’t indict Waiters and Helms? If lack of full knowledge is
excuse, how come it was not acceptable excuse for WH staff? Answer is that only Nixon and
his henchmen were targets.
¯ Ervin’s review of Smoking Gun transcript release activities at p 172
Four Questions:
What Really Happened in Watergate Break-in?
¯ McCord is in on wiretapping from outset, buying bugging equipment, going on the first
Watergate entry to plant the stuff, etc. He also got Gemstone transcripts at least once from
Baldwin, the guy in the hotel across the street doing the transcribing (Silbert 6/7/73 Memo)
¯ Liddy had stationery printed up w/Gemstone at top. Magruder never send Gemstone stuffto
Strachan, since it was too sensitive. Says Strachan came to his office to review it, but
Strachan disputes. Query then, just what Strachan did have--and how he could possibly
have been conduit on illegal stuffto Haldeman. Also looks as though idea of burning
Strachan’s files upon first Watergate burglar arrests was his idea own and not Haldeman’s.
This is critical stuff, since Strachan is only WH employee and only possible link to
HaldemardPresident.
Sirica says what Nixon should have done, following initial arrests, was demand the truth and
fire those concerned (Sirica p236), which is essentially what Nixon did. Trouble came when
he sent his own lawyer to take care of remaining details.
Who really approved Liddy intelligence plan?
No one approved Liddy plan other than Magruder.
Dean put it all in motion in the first place and must have discussed ideas w/Liddy as he
recruited him and took him to interview Mitchell for job.
Also encouraged Liddy to come back w/revision once first plan was rejected. (Magruder
statement to Silbert says he, Dean and Liddy all rode back together in same car from DOJ
meeting)
~
Liddy was recruited to do it and promised $1 mil. He began making arrangements and
incurring expenses pending final approval. McCord bought lots of bugging equipment, etc.
Magruder disbursed $37,000 in cash to Liddy prior to Miami meeting with Mitchell.
Colson called to lobby Magruder, Magruder’s initial story to prosecutors was that Colson
said Liddy’s projects were critical and that Magruder had get him the money he needed.
Colson consistently maintains he didn’t know particulars of plan. Yet he was the one
everyone at the WH first thought would be in deep trouble following first arrests. They were
greatly relieved when Dean assured them that ’no one at WH had any involvement’...
"~-¯ Later, when Liddy is badgering Magruder for go-ahead, Magruder said he had to have AG’s
approval--and Liddy said you have better check with Colson.
Mitchell (and LaRue) kept putting off approval, so Magruder stopped asking.
Magruder was afraid of Liddy and knew full well of Dean’s promise, so acted as though it
was approved at the Miami meeting.

Yet, Magruder told Dash, Mitchell did not approve! (Dash, p80)
Stans says that when Sloan questioned Magruder’s authority to release $133,000 in cash to
Liddy following Miami meeting, he checked w/Mitchell--which I thought sunk Mitchell as
conspirator from outset--but Stans says Mitchell only confirmed Magruder’s authority to
authorize disbursements w/o any comment as to purpose of the funds (Stans, p253
John Dean’ s Treachery
Dean’s first marriage was to daughter of M/M Thomas Hemmings, he being a Senator from
Missouri. (Sirica, p271) Zeifman said both their wifes had leR them for a better offer
(Zeifman, p~’_ ~"~-_ . " .;~-~." .y ~’~.,. ~ (?)-:---, get date from Dash.
Responsible for plan for several months even before recruiting Liddy. In recruiting Liddy,
Dean promised him $1 million for campaign intelligence plan--he must have discussed
general approach, etc, with him. Also present at all initial discussions
In ride back to WH, he and Magruder work to convince Liddy to revise proposal, Dean
arrived only 15 minutes late to second meeting, but comment about not talking in front of
AG, he says, broke up the meeting. Magruder says Liddy was cut offffom AG by Dean.
(Notes from Magruder initial statement)
Make bigger thing about Dean’s comment that ’this should not even be discussed in the AG’s
office’, since it clearly shows his attitude and his method of operation, i.e.: non-disclosure to
superiors, which is what he did with H, E and N, too.
Also make bigger thing about Dean’s assurance of no WH involvement (silently and
skillfully omitting himself, of course--and possible Strachan connection!). This is their basis
for saying they got a report--which Dean later denies--and totally misled WH from outset as
to how to protect itself.
¯ Silb&t’s 617173 tranaitioa raemo contains lots of specifics on Dean’s criminal activities
during Cover-up¯ Details about Dean’s involvement (Silbert 6/73 memo, p38-39)
Stan~ says he wanted to react through fuller disclosure, but Dean thwarted any disclosures,
using same reason about not adversely affecting rights of defendants (Stans, p208) that he
used in conversations w/WH. What he meant was his rights as defendant
¯ Before Magruder’s 9/13 GJ appearance, Dean instructed him to omit any mention of Dean
being at AG meetings.
¯ When Dean recalled from Camp David on March 28, summoned to H’s office and told to go
next door and work out story with Mitchell and Magruder just what they were going to say
about 2 meetings in AGs office¯ (Ervin, 69)
Dean Walks Free
Dean appears in court to plead to one count on Friday, 10P~/73, setting off SNM (Doyle
p 166). Sentencing postponed 10 months, until 8/2/04, to just before Cover-up trial begins to
provide witness credibility.
¯ After pleading guilty, I)ean was placed in DOJ’s witness protection program (Ziefrnan, p50).
May not be literally true, but did get protection from US Marshals (Ervin, p ___)
~¯
Dean actually had a dedicated office at SP’s offices at 1425 K Street (Doyle p299) and
virtually lived there. See if this is during time he is supposed to be incarcerated at Hollibird!
~
~ ¯ Dean’s sentence (and Magruder’s) comuted by Sirica immediately upon Cover-Up
convictions
Clinton Comparison

Clinton did wrong and asked staff to cover up. No showing of Nixon wrongdoing--his sin
was covering up for wrongdoing by his staff
Both had presidential secretaries dragged through the muck: Rose Woods and Betty
I’m quite confident Rose was innocent; Clinton’s requests of his seem far worse.
If there were Clinton tapes, just imagine what would be on them!
Clinton didn’t have a John Dean (turncoat, corrupt lawyer) or a John Sirica (hanging judge
intent on getting to bottom of problem)
1/7/05 News article on Clinton’s ex-finance chairman indicted. Compare! (Article in Clinton
file)--no doubt he will get financial assistance, as did Webb Hubbell from Lippo Group.

Cost of Nixon Impeachment
¯ Need to add: "It wasn’t just the loss of Vietnam, it was the glorification of that loss--the
elation of those that had opposed the war or shirked their duty that they had been right all
along. This pacifist streak led directly to President Carter’s unilateral disarmament and the
rampages of the Church Commission that decimated America’s intelligence agencies, its
ability to protect itself and project American power and influence for the betterment of other
countries. Perhaps in a perverse way, it’s Nixon’s revenge: for it is this pacifist streak that
put the Democratic Party firmly and unalterably on the road to its present minority status."
(my language)
~,,~lumber____~s
_Tria___l.
Exhibit
12 is Young memo to JDE of 8/11/71, saying "[A] covert operation be undertaken to
examine all the medical files held by Ellsberg’s psychoanalyst." Thus, JDE never told--at
least in writing--that they plan to use Cubans and not FBI. Plumbers’ break-in is 9/3/74.
Need to check out just when Liddy went on recon mission (when he candled his hand). Get
date, did he go before JDE memo?
Stonewall Quote
Neal[’refers to this quote in Mitchell cross-examination (Sirica p284), need to change my MS,
perhaps review trial transcript
Hush Money
¯ Summary of hush money payments--first by Kalmbach, then LaRue, (Ervin, p179)
¯ Gov~t admitted at trial the payoffs went only for defense fees, income replacement, family
suppOrt and bail. They argued ~...-~.~77~.:~’-’~*,~99!~ Really interesting question
whether people can have different motive: That w/in CP@, who feared prosecution, was hush
money. That w/in WH, who felt loyalty and feared further embarrassment, may have been
humanitarian. How could you ever suggest, in political case and charge of single,
overarching conspiracy, that District of Columbia jury could discern difference7 Tipping
issue, of course, was that it was all done in secret--with midnight phone calls and money
drops in phone booths at midnight. Query: does guilty action of Tony Ulasawitz (the ex-cop
doing the drops) infect H, E and President?

Little Success by WSPF in Campaign Finance Sentencing, or Trials outside of DC
,./~- Campaign Contribution Task Force--No jail time from Judge Hart:
Firs~time ambassadorship sales prosecuted (Doyle p298)
¯ ~ says no prior prosecution, refuses to sentence to jail, asks about when charges will be
brm~t against any unions or Democrats (Doyle p394)
.

¯ My experience and Hart’s stand in startling contrast to Jaworski’ summary of their work
(Jaworski, p312)
See S~ans, Chapters 2 & 3 about all Democrats getting off on campaign fund violations and
~
on bi,s of SP
¯ Quot~ WSPF Report on No investigation of Democrats
¯ Connolly acquitted in TX trial, 4/17/75 (Jaworski, p321); Mitchell/Stans acquitted in NYC,
4/28/74 (Jaworski, p352)
Second Cover-up
¯ Doyle also characterizes Nixon’s own hiding of Smoking Gun transcript from his own
lawyers as second cover-up (p322)
Philosophic Thoughts
Lawyers: Lawyers are devoted to protecting clients; law provides privileges to preserve this
right.
¯ One problem was question of whether we were Nixon’s own lawyers, or just for the office of
president. Did we have lawyer/client relationship, were conversations privileged? How
could SP justify interviewing our secretaries at home? How could they interview us?
Contrast w/Fred Thompson point that we did the best we could with facts we had, Clinton’s
lawyers were actually running his Cover-up.
¯ You never really think about lawyer going bad. Yet Dean both went bad and then switched
sides, taking all those supposedly confidential files from his office. Could we have claimed
privilege? Was the US Attorney’s unauthorized review (covert) review of these personal
files within Gesell’s ruling about Ehrlichman? Could we have claimed privilege? What of
sharing them with Ervin Committee, especially stuff on Baker?
¯ When Lawyers throw in the towel: Richardson did with regard to Guidelines/Cox
appointment and on SNM, Dean did when faced with being caught, Buzhardt did because of
the Smoking Gun tape, and Nixon did shortly thereafter. Foster committee suicide under
similar circumstances.
Discovery/Probable Cause:
¯ Dean’ s leakage of confidential legal files did not sink Nixon--and his accusatory testimony
was both wrong and without corroborating evidence, but it did provide cover for the actual
inquiry that led to Nixon’s demise. Perhaps it’s fair that, if they have a valid reason for
searching your house and find other incriminating evidence, it’s OK. But, as we found with
Clinton, future presidents will never let you back in the house.
Nixon, the Man in Full¯ Nixon stands first in line of bold, western-raised presidents who projected American
influence abroad: Nixon, Reagan and Bush II. Without Nixon’s election, and the precedent
of a Californian president, Reagan may never have been taken seriously.
¯ Allude to Herblock cartoons in Post that were devastating, especially one about Nixon
coming up from sewer to accept nomination in ’68.
¯ Jaworski says (p333) "Looking back, one can trace Nixon’s downfall from the day he was
elected president in 1968" Sort of conventional wisdom--and what Kennedy wanted all
along.
Reorganization Plan #2of 1970

Proposals for Executive Reorganization: 4 core departments, plus Departments of Natural
Resources, Human Resources, Economic Development and Community Development

Proposed Watergate Outline
Revised 3/9/06
Introduction Kennedyv Nixon
¯ Stuff on RN’s humble origins--loss to JFK, road to recovery, culminating in ’68
election victory
¯ Parallel stuff on Kennedy/Harvard contrast
¯ Incorporate JFK/Camelot’s loss, Robert Kennedy’s promise and loss, and Ted
Kennedy’s emergence as the only remaining horse in the stable--and intriguing
involvement of vast numbers of Harvard graduates in RN’s demise)
Review of Watergate Events--tracing from ’third rate burglary’ to demise of RN’s
presidency
Initiating Role of Senator Ted Kennedy in creation of Ervin Committee and Office of the
Special Prosecutor

¯
¯

Investigations began with TK’s Antitrust Subcommittee, Ervin Committee
kept on lead investigator
TK’s role in Senate Judiciary in Richardson confirmation, Cox selection,
WSPF guidelines.

Direction and Operation of the Ervin Committee

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
o

Make-up, especially partisan vote limiting focus
Weiker and his bias, including purchase of Dean’s house (see Fielding)
and vote on Dean immunity
Asset allocation, Cutting out of Minority Counsel
Sam Dash/Dean statement involvement
Sam Dash/Sirica communications
Attitude toward adverse publicity, Cox effort to squelch
Buzhardt letter on Dean
Concept vs. conduct on opening
Mitchell pitch

Direction and Operation of the Watergate Special Prosecution Force

¯

Choice of Cox, opening meeting w/Flug and focus of inquiry, original
staffing deliberately limited to RFK alums
¯ Vorenberg obtained staffing/budget; boiler room conduct for young
attorneys
¯ Meetings w/press, leaking of GJ info to TK
¯ Dean cop-out
¯ Illegal actions following SNM, as well as total change in focus
¯ Revised WSPF guidelines
¯ Jaworski staffimprisoument
¯ Jaworski meetings w/Sirica,
¯ Non-indictment of Bob Bittman
¯ Memos on RN pardon
¯ Court finding on removal
¯ Harvard Honorary Degrees
House Judiciary Impeachment Inquiry (where Hillary and Yale come in)

¯
¯

Formation
Staffing

¯

Focus

¯

Abuse of Power snafu

¯ End votes
7. Role of the Media in aiding and abetting the effort:
¯ Woodward/Bernstein leaks from FBI/Deep Throat,
¯ Ben Bradlee’s unique focus at Washington Post,
¯ Massive press contacts by Archibald Cox,
¯ Nightly drum-beat of the monolithic evening news, etc)
8. Role of the Courts (concentrating on Judge Sirica’s ex parte communications as well as
his lack of impartiality, but leading to his being named Time Magazine’s Man of the Year)

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Sirica background
Original attitude of partiality
Silbert/Sirica ex parte
Dash/Sirica ex parte
Maximum sentencing; conditional review
Colson plea, but only w/o Sirica
Whole Evidentiary Hearing debacle
Rush of indictments as Chief Judge, whole series of attempts to get out
from under him
Man of the Year

9. Perhaps a couple of examples where all conspiracy components were working really well
together
¯ WH Tapes,
¯ Saturday Night Massacre
10. Show the effort at the end was to stretch out the process to inflict maximum damage to
the Republican Party prior to the 1976 election

11. Perhaps something about my version of ’final days’ that tells the real inside story
of what happened.
12. Conclusion
¯

Alleged abuses of power by Nixon Administration were almost inconsequential in
contrast with the successful conspiracy/abuses of power that reversed his
overwhelming election victory
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Concurrent sessions
Privacy and Protection
Arthur R. Miller ’58, Bruce Bromley Professor of Law
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Alumni Participants (TBA)
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Reunion Luncheon
Speaker: Daniel R. Coquillette ’71, Lester Kissel Visiting Professor of Law
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Class Symposium
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Sunday, April 25, 2004
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Buffet Breakfast
Pound Hall, Ropes-Gray Room, 2nd Floor

Watergate, A Tragedy Revisited
Prologue
1. To understand and appreciate what I have to say, you’re going to have to get to know me-which won’t be easy for either of us.
2. Not hard to miss: 6’6", standing off to the side of the room, with my back to the wall and eye on
the door, too tall to talk to, too intense to like, seemingly somewhere else ("earth to Dad")
3. Incognito (6’6", non-descript house, "sleeper" cars, non-recognition at work)
4. Personal recollections and biases (analogy to bit player on stage in Hamlet.)
5. Newt Gingrich’s review of Bush at War (those who didn’t talk to Woodward came out badly),
also applies to Final Days, resulting in less than complete public perceptions
6. Why now, why public? (many have died, calmer times, historic perspective (especially by
comparison w/Clinton, memories growing dim, if not done publicly cannot be tested for
accuracy)
II.

Growing Up in Southern California
1. Society based on Hedonism, no family tradition or necessity of personal wealth: "What do you
do?" did not mean "Where do you work?", it meant "What do you do in your spare time--what
are you "in to"? Do you surf, sky dive, run cross country? What do you d_9_o? There was no
tomorrow and no yesterday, no family nearby to judge your shortcomings or successes, no rules,
constantly moving (average 2years, I attended eight schools before HS) Net in-migration to
Orange County (or S.Cal): 1000 people a day. Was 6 million in 1950s, now 36 million
population. [Effect of arrival of TV]
2. Memories of Irvine Ranch, [insert more history of Ranch] endless wilderness, Myford Irvinestill
alive, three story house at comer of Irvine Blvd and Myford Road, E1 Toro as Marine Air
Station, Movies for a dime, but no arts or live theater, etc. Little League (first home run) and
Scouts (first Life Scout). Not dissimilar from RMN’s Lemon Groves in Yorba Linda. First job
at E1 Toro, beginning of"I’ll work while others play" TV shows of clear tight and wrong,
Started saying I wanted to be a lawyer,
3. Histories of E1 Toro Marine Base and of Balboa Bay Club
4. Egalitarian Marine attitudes, everything supplied, like a company town; plus no braces
5. Earliest political contest: 7th grade, "who is running the circus?" after Mom’s cupcakes. W
that, also 8th grade at Irvine.
6. Academics: first standardized tests were in 8th grade, Hayfield stepped out of the room, we
looked at our test scores, my IQ was listed as 144, highest of the class
7. California Dreaming: Benign climate, little or no "culture", no need for money, the weather and
beach were free, most of us were devoted to our cars
8. Sort of drifted through High School: Advanced classes, but new to Long Beach, no sports or
activities, parking lot fight in Jr year, first heating Nixon at Iowa Picnic in Blair Park (he only
talked about his family’s "connections" with Iowa--interesting how I remember that and nothing
about his proposals or ideas), rejected for Key Club, Yearbook Class with Cox, sports
photographer, etc [Jay studying to Rock and Roll]

III.

It All Started With Whittier
1. Dad wanted me to go to Harvard, Cox to Whittier.
2. Founding and History of Whittier, plus stuff about RN

3. Not admitted at Occy or elsewhere (decent grades but no activities) first real academic
disappointment--that’s not going to be the case when time comes to apply to law schools.
Rejecting Byron’s trip to Bob’s Big Boy--academic counterpart of "I’ll work while others play"
4. Not much money for cars or girls, but "earned" my academic success (compare to Nixon saying
he succeeded at Duke Law School because he had an "iron ass" and could study for long periods
of time (again, "I’ll work while others play") Two great loves, neither of which worked out
5. Early attempt at Basketball, Coach Ivan still gave an "A", resulting in 4.0 for the year and free
tuition.
6. Design for Thinking, Albert Upton (Semantics, critical thinking and linguistic analysis), and
influence of Harry Nerhood--"who will be on this committee?" Results of first test, as well as
moral character from Quakers)
7. Political Science Major w/great professors: Ben Burnett, John Schultz, Wayne Harvey,
Burnett’s seminar in my Sophomore Year, little class particpation, yet understood more than the
others, got a B anyway because I was underclassman. Shultz led me up the primrose path, just
what was Tertullian’s concept of the nature of man?, Plato’s Republic (no laws, led me up the
primrose path)
8. Champion Team Debater--First trip to Harvard was Spring of ’64, for their Invitational Debates,
beating UC Berkeley and UCLA (seeing Jim Russell, who later died in the arms of Ted Meyers,
who was later appointed by us to DC City Council); blind date, seeing bricks in street, "you’re
going to go far, Geoff"; Debate finalist was guy from Boston College, who couldn’t carry his
partner in the finals and I later saw in the WH mess; drinking at 18 in NYC, but too young at
Wursthaus in Cambridge!
9. Runs for politcial office--AMS Treasurer (asked by Bill Francis) against Captain of the Lancer
Pledge Class, then Junior Class President (against Gary Chuse?), then ASWC President against
Dave Price, the darling of the Senior Poli-Sci majors. Theater of QC Editor
10. Nixon Scholarship [Try to get the picture from Republican Women’s Club], Nixon’s award
speech compared his college days to mine (’34, founded Orthogonians, Student Body President
campaign issues), Bob Finch sat on one side and RMN on other, "Perhaps you’ll go farther than
I have", He returned to his law firm in NYC and personally doubled the $250 scholarship.
11. Summer jobs at Weiser Lock Company and Chandler’s Palos Verdes Sand & Gravel
12. Won almost every award at Graduation, but wasn’t really popular, sort of tolerated because of
persistence and academic success
13. Getting in to HLS--"Grades, Boards and letter from the Dean", rolling admissions, scholarship
help--Why I really choose Harvard: Got too used to telling everyone I had been admitted and
figured I had better actually go there! (Certainly without knowing "admission to the club")
IV.

Harvard Law School
1. Summers at Litton Industries, History of Litton, Glen McDaniels, learning to use Shepard’s
Citations
2. History of Harvard and HLS, Stories of Dean Erwin Griswold (one time, affirmative action-blacks, women, and geographical, National Law School)
3. Flew the redeye from CA, "Here I am" to janitor, first legal beer at Wursthaus at about 9am.
4. Byse crucifixion in third week of class, (teaching history of Byse) never volunteer--Grove v
John Wunder, Shepardized, criticized by Utah court. All that work for nothing, "3-2 Shepard" (I
am kid who got creamed in the movie "The Paper Chase"), knew what it must have been like for
blacks and girls, aftermath with Byse: always prepared, Grade of 92, Research Assistant (See
35th HLS Reunion)

5. Eastern snobbery: "Where do you summer?", scholarship row at Holmes Hall (w/out
soundproofing) vs suites at Hastings Hall, W. Barton Leach introducing George Scott Romney
(son of Governor Romney of Michigan), William A.Nitzi (son of Paul Nitzi, Secretary of the
Navy, and William McGee (son of Secretary of the AirForce) and offering to introduce "other
son’s of prominent men", Louis Loss job interview "Tell me about your Family" (a la Nixon),
Choate Society scandal, Sherry parties. (Biographies say RMN was admitted to Harvard
College, but unable to go because of brother’s illness.)
6. Ethnicity, too (Neil Koslowe story, Sing Sing prison)
7. Stories of that first Winter (open window, no coat, snow only w/Christmas, etc)
8. Loneliness: No trips home, girl got engaged to someone else, alone at Christmas, "I’ll work
while others play"
9. Cultural differences: Timmothy Leary, Acid and LSD, Occupation of Admin Blg and aftermath
10. Crazy times for students (mainly Vietnam, Columbia/Harvard Student Protests), but feared
signing any petitions (except for dog in dorm) because they could come back to haunt me
(Walenfang example of Milwaukee Braves going to Atlanta, Earl Warren C J)
11. Joined ROTC, History of ROTC at Harvard, Walking through Harvard Square, Colonel Pell and
aftermath,
12. Real test of"I’ll work while others play"-- Studied all the time, Law is a jealous mistress, image
of lone figure returning from library on moonlight night of bleak, frigid January; guys on
Scholarship Row, comparison with Phil Burling (money, family, penthouse and Porsche!)
13. Ranked in top 20% after first year, home at Litton with apparent ulcer
14. Nixon/Shepard on Election Night at the Minnick’s, 11/68, commitment to applying for WHF
15. Areeda comment in final year: "You’re retuming to the real world, where you will be expected
to work with a whole bunch of people who are not as smart as you", Black Jack Dawson who
had run for Congress, help from Byse
16. Graduated w/honors, but left prior to graduation ceremonies, "AMF" as I pulled out of the dorm
17. Seattle Bound w/Perkins law firm
My Year as a White House Fellow
1. History of WHF, John Gardner, first class, etc
2. Selection process (done by Dems, but I was the "safe" ringer--application, regionals (Litton and
HBS stuff), finals--rooming w/Judge Dixon, Ken Cole panel "You’ve come a long way--what
was the most significant decision--answer: Deciding to go to Harvard--what I really meant and
what it turned out to mean, comparison with writer in American Graffiti who "leaves" vs.
insurance friend who stays for the girl)
3. WHF Orientation Meeting Ehrlichman at Arlie House, talked about "quite the village scandal"
Holman Marion Perkins Coie and Stone Olson and Williams--locking out Holman son,
discussion of growing up in Santa Monica, going to Stanford Law, thence to Seattle. (others:
James Farmer)
4. Work at Treasury w!Paul Volcker History of Treasury (functions, expertise, placement and
contrnction of building, Volcker’s background w/Wall Street wealth, "when do you think?";
Also knew of Liddy, Rossides, Charls Walker, etc.
5. Troubles with rest of the class, Photo w/Nixon and Hud Drake--RMN really didn’t know why
we were there!
6. WHF Conclusion: Ehrlichman at Decatur House, "What are you going to do after your
Fellowship year, go back to Seattle?" You don’t have the nerve, but "Gee, what I’d really like to
do is work in the WHS, but I don’t know how to apply. Oh, that’s easy--you just come see me!
Then trying to schedule through Ken Cole (before 7am), seeing Jana, took over a month, but job

was mine when I walked in. Who would you like to work with? Bud, since he did Crime, Drugs
and DC

VI.

Arrival on the WH Staff
1. I started on 9/1/70, first office in OEOB, Room 171
2. History of the WH and EOB
3. Office had Dictabelt phone recorder, taped Coleman Bird, "illegal as hell", had removed shortly
after
4. The best staffer stays out of the pictures, out of the limelight: no business cards, etc.
5. Creation of Domestic Council/OMB (Moynihan vs. Burns, NSC’s NSDMs and written decision
making, Reorganization Plan #2 of 1970--Proposed 3/12, became effective 7/1/70
6. Crime, Drugs and DC (Jerry Wilson, Chief of Police, Walter Washington, Mayor, Graham Watt,
Deputy
7. JDE kept dictabelts of"delivering President’s instructions", HDH taped his recollections each
night (told me [in Room 522 after the fall] President told him to do so, that it would be very
important to have such a contemporaneous record for history’s sake
8. Nixon top advisors: Kissinger, Arthur Burns, Patrick Moynihan, [check Harvard connections of
their staffs, too], detail how JDE grew to influence
9. Ehrlichman became Assistant to the President for Domestic Affairs and arranged for Dean as his
replacement--wanted to assure the Counsel’s office did not again compete, but committed
Classic Bureaucratic Blunder when Dean was appointed in 7/70. Dean testified, "the title was
the best part of the job"

VII.

Happier Times--Memories to Last a Lifetime
1. Parking on Ellipse every day at 6:45 am and walking toward the OEOB while looking at the
South Lawn, "Capital of the most powerful nation the world has ever known" and I get to go to
work there! Working nights, weekends, Christmas Day and New Year’s Eve "Fourth Sunday
Rule"
2. Work of the Domestic Council, hard analytical work, not to be public figures, "unbiased" cover
memos, worst sin: Pragmatists in face of Democrat-controlled Congress, any recent history of
analytical work on domestic issues goes back to Domestic Council/OMB, Cabinet jealousy,
difference between policy planners and campaigners (authored over 1000 papers, ovr 75
addressed to the President, over 250 to one of his direct reports on WHS or in Cabinet, and over
500 to various Presidential appointees, usually WHS and Subcabinet--almost all of which
provided input and analysis on domestic policy issues of interest to the President
3. Presidential signing on 10/15/70 at DOJ of Organized Crime Control Act of 1970 at DOJ, trying
to use my pen to sign the bill
4. Trip back to HLS to talk Criminal Law, 11/6-9/70--Saw 5 professors, Dersh saying where do I
start, Dean Bok saying please let me know if anyone is totally uncooperative.
5. Secretaries in the WH--background, work effort, mine had typos, John’s was Jana, Bud had Jane
and Saundra, Cole’s second was Barbara Cantey (helicopter story)
6. As recent staffer, got to do everything, but only once: Air Force One, Army One, Sequoia, Camp
David (and finals of Tennis Tournament--Cole, Whitacker and Flanigan), Presidential Box at
Kennedy Center, Church at WH, Entertainment After State Dinner, Presidential thank you note
(FBI big), Wedding Presents at Inauguration, it’s as though "they" must have kept an index card
on each staff member!
7. Elvis visit(s) Nixon 12/21/70, also back to leave gift for Ingersol’s retirement
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8. Events wiNixon and Ford ("Fear" of Haldeman)--NYC, Laredo (c. 4/71), Bicycle Day along
Parkways, Hoover "mess up" on Presidential Citations, Jack Hushen hiding; number of memos I
authored
9. Huntsman memo(s) regarding WH Staffing for Memorial Day (6/1/71) and aftermath (how I
wrote a funny memo and almost got fired), investigation by SS and Jack Caulfield
10. Choosing Supreme Court Justices (Rhenquist and Louis Powell instead of the lady and the bond
lawyer from Missouri following the Harold Carswell fiasco, Talking w/Rhenquist at DOJ when
he was confirmed, Point about how WH relied on OLC, especially wiRhenquist and Scalia
11. Marriage and "pin" as wedding present from Nixon (1/22/73), honeymoon postponed until April
12. Promotion following re-election, move to Room 234, all about EOB Ugly as a bulldog [get
brochure from office]
13. Concurrent meeting with Jim Baker on 4/30/73, asked by Jerry Jones to see him, candidate for
AAG, Civil Division. I remember Saw when at Treasury (you went from WH to Treasury, I
went from Treasury to WH--I know you, I interviewed you at the WH, it was the day the AG
resigned--hell, it also was the day HRH and JDE resigned", "Turning down that job was the
smartest thing I ever did" also later when Sec of State, he would always pick me out of the
crowd.
14. Nixon corrects newly arrived VP (Ford) on my name during Cabinet Committee on Privacy in
the Cabinet Room, Geoff Sharp vs. Geoff Shepard, Ford never forgot again!, 2/26/74 (chron file
lists attendees as Ford, Shultz (Treasury), Schlesinger (Defense), Saxby (AG), Fredrick Dent
(Commerce), Peter Brennan (Labor), Frank Carlucci UnderSecretary representing Cap
Weinberger (HEW), Robert Hampton (Civil Service), Roy Ash (OMB) and Clay Whitehead
(Office of Telecommunications Policy), Ken Cole (Domestic Council)--plus Bob Marik (OMB),
Bob Hartman and Bill Casselman (VP staff) and Henry Goldberg (OTP)
15. Nixon praises Shepard effusively during Leadership Meeting, Korologos takes notes in
"Leadership News": Shepard’s Star Rises (2/20/74)
16. Two incidents with VP Rockefeller (i) first meeting w/Domestic Council where the richest guy
in the world stirs his coffee with his glasses and (ii) w/Saundra going to a black tie dinner in
connection with the National Governor’s Conference
17. Saundra and Jon at Volunteer HQ, no babysitter, call to warn SS, Ron Nesson kept picking up
toy, picture w/Ford (Politician and baby) ran in every major newspaper.
18. Jon’s Scout visit to DC, 12/23/?. Seeing Rhenquist, Powell (Pan Am 103 over Lockerbee) and
Armacost (Arafat had said word "Isreal"), "he was here the day Elvis came", also Korologos in
Lobby and Julia Vadala on driveway
VIII.

Early Indications: Seeds of the Downfall
1. Early Electronics
The Phone in Room 171
Office had Dictabelt phone recorder, taped Coleman Bird, "illegal as hell", had removed shortly
aRer
JDE’s Dictabelts JDE kept dictabelts of"delivering President’s instructions",
HRH’s Tapes
HDH taped his recollections each night (told me [in Room 522 after the fall] President told him
to do so, that it would be very important to have such a contemporaneous record for history’s
sake
2. Seeds of the Downfall: Two things happened within an eight month period that led directly to the
downfall of the Nixon Administration: the appointment of John Dean as JDE’s replacement as
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Counsel to the President in July of 1970 and installation of the WH taping system in February of
1971.
Appointment of John Dean
Ehrlichman became Assistant to the President for Domestic Affairs and arranged for Dean as his
replacement--wanted to assure the Counsel’s office did not again compete, but committed Classic
Bureaucratic Blunder when Dean was appointed in 7/70. Dean testified, "the title was the best part
of the job"
WH Taping System
Installed 2/71, also HRH description of Roosevelt and Johnson taping systems.

IX.

No

Problems Really Began with the Plumbers: Things Began to Get Messy
1. Krogh arrogance, his background w/JDE; games played w/Gene Rossides, Charls Walker, which
led to battles over Liddy
2. Release of Pentagon Papers, Kissinger threatens to quit (one of 17!)
3. Hiring ofLiddy, Santarelli and my efforts to keep Liddy offthe staff, coffee at Nonies across
17th Steet, (contrast with Saundra), et al), (6/71); my Avoidance of John Dean
4. Hoover Senility, Krogh/Liddy’s use of Cubans, "our guys are out there tonight" (9/3/71), Jay
calls, "this is Senor Rodriquez" on 9/4/71, seeing Liddy’s bandaged hand on his return
5. Meaning of Covert (Selling out of Ehrlichman)
6. Plumber’s Efforts vs. My Own--I did most of the other work, note change in memos, since I
began to listed as the author
7. My Thoughts While Walking the hallway: "Liddy has left for CRP and nothing has gone wrong,
perhaps I was unduly concerned" (12/71)
The Watergate Break-in Itself: Perception vs Realty
1. Public Chronology of Watergate (brief recap, as things became public, real story, as things
happened)--[create timeline from Chapter XVII, Essential Timeline]
2. What I think really happened (RMN’s return from Key Biscayne, first taped Haldeman Meeting
(18 minute gap), next taped Haldeman meeting (Smoking Gun), Mitchell "resignation" (we
thought because of Martha), Dean’s "containment" mission at CRP).
3. Important notes (Dean suborning perjury upon arrival [reference his testimony], poignant
Sherman Adams ("Save the Plan", tape of 3/22/73, why omitted from WH transcripts) RMN,
appearences before Grand Jury), also announces on 4/17/73 that WHS will appear before Ervin,
too

4. Call from JDE from Oval Office, 4/73, the Monday after Dean had moved out and used a Sam
Shepard to move his boxes of files, "there is a George Shepard at OEP", how foolish I later
sounded on the tapes!
5. Henry Peterson’s Warnings, first to his staffand then to me (early April, ’73)
6. Three Resignations (Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Kliendinst)--April 30’ 1973
7. Personal exchange w/JDE, following his resignation (5/2/73)
8. Arrival of Haig (5/4/73) and Buzhardt (5/10/73)
9. Buzhardt’s Southern Roots and what they really meant--See details from Congressional 1/41y
XI.

My Own Growing Role in the Defense Effort
1. Chats wiBuzhardt "Why are we doing such a shitty job?
2. "Calling" the Saturday Night Massacre of 10/20/73--prediction to Gergen
3. Had to stop going out to parties with our friends, too many political arguments, Instructions to
spouse: "Don’t ask what I did, ask ’How was your day?’

4. Bruce Kehrili is first Ervin hearing witness on 5/17/73: I am watching from the OEOB gym,
"There is no Sam Shepard on the WHS"
, tapes copied by NSC, who also
5. Role in 18 minute gap, discovered by Buzhardt on
tested Rosemary’s Norelco 55 (?) tape recorder, revealed in court on 11/21/73; four
Thanksgiving Day calls from Haig, my role in finding the tape expert from Westinghouse and
taking him "after hours" to Rosemary’s office, FBI interview about that incident, real story of the
cause of the gap and why the Expert Panel failed in its mission
6. My work in transcribing the tapes, first experience in listening to the ’background noise’,
Rosemary’s drafts, Buzhardt’s index in his coat pocket, recommendations on the Baptist Filter:
"That Colson, he has the balls of a brass monkey," like reading a novel; Difference between
"expletive deleted" and "material unrelated to Presidential decision making omitted",, later
conversation with Steven Ambrose at Hofstra Conference
7. Intrusive conversation of Tricia’s lament to her dad following her disastrous visit w/Prince
Charles to Mount Vernon (thinking, "No one should be listening to this stuff!.")
8. Stermis Compromise and the Saturday Night Massacre, 10/20/73
9. Who will defend this President? Calling on Bork at DOJ w/JJ Sullivan (11/28/73)
10. Finding the "right" courtroom lawyer (Charles Alan Wright did legal research,, role of John J.
Chester, J J Sullivan and James Reedy, Sam Powers from Florida, Specter/Sprague, Finally St.
Clair announced in mid-January, 1974)
11. Hiring WH Legal Team, budgeting, "How does a law firm breathe?" Detail of attorneys and
their arrivals. My fear a President actually would be driven from office because no "courtroom"
lawyer would rise to his defense--contrast with ordinary situations, comments of ABA, etc.
12. Discovering that JDE didn’t know of the taping system, or the pre- and post- conversations in
investigating Watergate, He said on firing on 4/30/73, "I only hope you will explain this to my
children"
13. Everyone came to our house for dinner (Buzhardts (who didn’t drink), St. Clair [2/8/74],
Silberman, when we argued)
14. Cabinet Room Meeting on Campaign Reform (2/5/74) How nice, but incredulous was George H
W Bush, then heading Republican National Committee
15. WH release of eight Dean transcripts, 4/30/74; Bryce Harlow previously saying to Haig, "we
should be fired" for recommending he release these transcripts without our having read them, I
collect and destroy copies, revisiting the issue and then copying all night, Oval Office notebooks
16. Buzhardt’s Heart Attack in June, 1974, (and being watched in hospital). Buzhardt stories about
that night (no one lived past 50, waking up and asking myself whether it was worth the effort to
go on living, waking spouse~on’t have to comb hair, don’t have to wait at red light)
17. Running the Document Rooms (84 and 522 of OEOB), authority telegrammed from Egypt on
6/21/74, keying to original rules of 5/23/73, Affidavits of July 1 and 3, 1974 are what led to my
being witness in Plumber’s Trial.
18. Material Inaccuracies in House Transcripts, released 6/25/74, analysis of"Save the Plan" quote,
which is not what Nixon said at all! Discussions with Dean Burch, "more in sorrow than in
anger", trip to San Clemente, but then "no go"
19. Watching the Supreme Court Argument on 8/8/74 "from behind the carved screen"
20. Aftermath of Supreme Court’s Ruling (24 hour delay, Buzz’s principled alternative), shooting
the shit w/Buzhardt, (not designed to produce angels, 14 allegations, conversation wiRMN,
Report to Haig: "It’s pretty much all there: Haldeman tells Nixon that the FBI is getting close
and suggests they tell the CIA, Nixon concurs. Buzhardt’s view of importance of this
information, argument about if we say we are releasing, there will be no hold backs, Buzhardt’s
alternative, going out on principle, hearing what became the Smoking Gun, Informing the
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Senior Staff in Timmon’s office, Theater Lecture on night of release, origin of the term
"smoking gun" (look for quote in Final Days from Gergen’s assistant).
21. Withering of Nixon’s Senate Support--real role of Buzhardt
22. Nixon Resignation: 8/9/74, watching the Evening Speech, being in the East Room ceremony
(My mother (Hanna) was a Saint), going to the South Lawn for the helicopter departure.
23. St Clair letter 8/9/74 and moving the Legal Team back to DOJ
The Aftermath
1. Better times under President Ford and Nelson Rockefeller, but little time for substance
2. Staff and expertise scattered to the four winds, "Nixon Holdovers", my own feelings of need to
move on, in spite of opportunities under Ford.
3. My potential role as a witness in the Watergate Trial (Subpoena Date: 11/4/74), Red Shirted at
the last minute
4. Meaning of"Jury of one’s peers" as applied to Nixon’s staff vs. Clinton
5. Steptoe & Johnson’s treatment (don’t come {Christmas eve}, Henry Ruth call to S&J and then
letter (8/28/75, query the date), associate vote (Liddy book), all young Kennedy staffers (Tom
Powers,EEOC and shrine, John Nolan at RFK’s Justice, etc; older guys were Southern Dems, 33
partners) Termination on Election Day,
6. My Departure and replacement by Dick Parsons, now head of AOL Time Warner, his speech
about his grandfather on the Rockefeller Estate--look for speech in file
7. Seeing Buzhardt "one more time in South Carolina
8. Dewey Clower’s founding of February Group--2/75
9. My founding of Reunion Group--Most had left DC, trying to keep "experienced, Republican
domestic policy assets" in touch with each other
10. My professional career, getting braces,
11. Professional success of former colleagues, due to abilities, not "family"
12. Reminiscing with Byse at 30th HLS reunion, "I was the one, but look what really happened"
13. Recovery of Nixon’s Staff and of the Republicans--the 2001-2 Reunions
XIII.

Lessons Learned
1. All about Nixon, the Person:
2. Not really liked, never asked to be included (sports, girls, Harvard), "I’ll work while others play"
3. Nixon, the loner vs. the privileged class (especially from Harvard)----which really hit w/JFK, (but
also Alger Hiss, HLS ’29, H. Jerry Voorhis in House, Helen Gahagan Douglas in Senate, check
stories); then "out in the wilderness running for Governor of CA, "you’ll not have Nixon to kick
around any more, Gentlemen, this is my last press conference",; then going to Mudge Rose firm
(Where did Mitchell (Fordham college and law school)/Garment (Brooklyn College and law
school) Read again his views of envy when in NYC; (see who argued against him in Supreme
Court case of NY Times v Sullivan); All OK once elected: Could afford to bring in Kissinger,
Bums & Moynihan (with staffs) since "they were all working for him" Then to JDE (UCLA and
Stanford Law) and using folks who could get something done! Growing use/envy of Elliott
Richardson to come to Justice, downfall from Archie Cox and the legal team from Harvard
(review law schools from Report of Special Prosecutor and Harvard Alumni Books; Was I really
the only one on left on the WHS from Harvard?
4. "Son of...." Vs doing it on your own (but then wanting to do it for your own sons and daughters)
5. Nixon was a loner, but was never isolated--Daily News Summary by Mort Allin
6. Entertainment after: Occurred following state dinner in my Fellowship year: "It’s a long way
from Yorba Linda, too":
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7. Denial of Nixon’s legacy: Foreign Affairs successes go to Kissinger, Domestic successes are
never covered.
8. Nixon really should have resigned when he did: He had played out his hand and lost at virtually
turn
9. Did Nixon know of the Watergate breakin in advance? Dean says yes, because Magruder was
telling Gordie Strachan about everything, Strachan says absolutely not. CQ226.
10. It’s not the crime, it’s the cover-up" Colson, Morrie Chotiner, Moynihan remark in Delhi
11. The Tapes: (i) the system, how it worked, why it was installed. Why and how Nixon forgot
about and when he "re-discovered" it for use with!against John Dean. The real reason Nixon
didn’t destroy the tapes (First poor President since Truman, only poor Republican (Republican
cloth coat!), needed to do something following Presidency (would leave a young man) was going
to write books, tapes were to be for his ears only, to assure he had accurate references to his role
in events.) Never to become public knowledge, limited to six who knew, Buzz asking once
divulged, then never thought would have to be released--because of executive privilege, also "as
pension", even until the end.
12. Deep Throat: How the FBI investigation proceeded, What was "leaked", the Post’s supposed
"two source rule" for publication, why it could not be someone in the WH or close to Nixon,
Buzhardt’s best guess of where the leaks were coming from, why Woodward and Bernstein can
never "come clean" on this item
13. All about the others: the good, the bad and the ugly (Essentially good: Nixon, Haldeman and
JDE, essentially bad: Mitchell and Krogh, essentially ugly: Colson (Caesar, Joan Hall/Hideaway
Office), Dean, Liddy and Magruder,
14. Comparison with Clinton: Fred Thompson quote about how "you guys (with Buzhardt) were
trying to do the best you could, given the facts. The folks in Clinton’s Counsel’s office are
actually running the cover-up!", public really didn’t want to kill off another President, trotting
out John Dean to say, "No matter what, this is not as bad a Watergate"
15. Systems that worked: Justice, Press, Constitution, Domestic Council/OMB, Systems that didn’t
work: Tapes, Post’s standards, Payoffs and Cover-ups
16. Impact on me: Glad I was there, even if it "ended badly", role of mentors, standing tall
17. Book Ending: Nixon as former VP to Geoff at Whittier: "Perhaps you will go farther than I
have"--not even close!
XIV.

Epilogue
1. Discussion of Presidential Libraries, Taping Systems,Nixon materials (Neil Koslowe’s court
appearance), attitudes,
2. Where are they now? Successful business/political careers of Domestic Council/OMB staffers

XV.

Illustrations
1. Henry Ruth Letter (cleating my name, one of only two "absolutely clean" letters)
2. Nixon/Shepard campaign badge (from ’68 election night)
3. Pictures with the great and near-great: Buzhardt, JDE, Haig, Nixon "Tricia’s What?, Leadership
Meeting (Shepard’s Star), Campaign Reform (in the Cabinet Room with three Presidents), Nixon
Wedding Gift (pin) at SFU photo,
4. Subpoena to appear as witness in Watergate Trial
5. RN’s handwritten note to Buzhardt asking if the Nixon/Mitchell discussion was "relevant"--and
its full meaning
6. Presidential Documents (at p 1588), showing WH Organization following Re-election in ’72
7. Fake "Huntsman" Memo of 6/1/71, that almost got me fired

8. 2001/2 Group Reunion Photos, showing recent gatherings of Domestic Council/OMB staffers
XVI.

Essential Chronology
1. Founding of Domestic Council/OMB, 7/1/70
2. Appointment of John Dean as Counsel to the President (replacing John Ehrlichman), 7/70
3. Installation of WH Taping System, 2/71 (automatic in both Presidential offices, manually in
Cabinet Room, also phone line)
4. Hiring of Gordon Liddy on White House Stass (from Treasury), 6/71
5. First Installment of Pentagon Papers (leaked by Daniel Ellsberg) appears in NYTimes, 6/13/71
(47 volumes, 7,000 pages, plus leak of other materials--CQp92)
6. Creation of Special Investigations Unit ("Plumbers"), headed by Egil (’Bud’) Krogh (from
Domestic Council) and David Young (from National Security Council). Liddy and Howard
Hunt assigned to unit, week following 6/13/71
7. Krogh/Young memo to Ehrlichman recommending "covert" effort to examine Ellsberg’s medical
files in Dr. Fielding’s office, 8/11/71
8. Liddy and Hunt supervise Plumbers Break-in (into Dr. Fielding’s office), early morning hours of
9/4/71
9. Creation of Committee to Re-Elect the President (CRP), Fall of ’71
i0. Liddy goes to CRP as General Counsel; Plumbers disband, 12/71
11. Dean!LiddyiMagruder conversations in Mitchell’s office (Mugging, Bugging and ProstitutioN’,
1/27/72 and 2/4/72)
12. Mitchell resigns as Attorney General to become head of CRP, 3/1/72
13. Watergate Break-in at DNC, early morning hours of 6/17/72
14. Dean sent to CRP to "contain the problem" 6/19/72
15. Nixon!Haldeman conversation of 6/20/72 (18 Minute Gap)
16. NixoniHaldeman conversation of 6/23/72 (Smoking Gun)
17. Mitchell resigns as head of CRP, 7/1/72
18. US Attorney’s Office indicts seven original Watergate burglars, 9/15/72
19. Watergate Break-in trial begins (Hunt/Liddy/McCord), 1/11/73
20. Convictions after trial for original Watergate break-in, 1/30/73, sentencing scheduled for
21. Dean’s "cancer on the Presidency" speech to Nixon, 3/21/73
22. Nixon/Mitchell conversation on having to appear before the Grand Jury without claims of
exeuctive privilege ("Save the Plan" misquotes), 3/22/73
23. McCord Letter to Sirica on Watergate Cover-up, dated 3/19/73, made public on 3/23/73
24. Change in Nixon demeanor during John Dean conversation ?3/22/73 (?)
25. Dean commences discussions with US Attorney’s office regarding turning ’states evidence’
4/2/73
26. Nixon announces WH Staff will appear before Ervin Committee without claims of executive
privilege, 4/17/73
27. Nixon announces Haldeman!EhrlichmardKleindienst resignations, Dean’ss firing and Elliot
Richardson’s nomination to be Attorney General, 4/30/73
28. A1 Haig, then Vice Army Chief of Staff, becomes "temporary" WH Chief of Staff, 5/4/73
29. Fred Buzhardt, then DOD General Counsel, becomes Special Counsel to the President, 5/10/73
30. Opening of Senate Select Committee (Ervin) Hearings, 5/17/73
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31. Richardson testifies that if confirmed, he will appoint Archibald Cox as Special Prosecutor and
submits Guidelines granting ’full, unreviewed independence" for Office of Special Prosecutor,
5/19/73
32. Richardson confirmed as Attorney General, 5/23/73
33. Dean testifies before Ervin Committee, accusing Nixon, Haldeman and Ehrlichman of knowing
of and particpating in Watergate Cover-up,
34. Richardson sworn in as Attorney General in White House ceremony, immediately appoints Cox
as Special Prosecutor, 5/25/73
35. Alex Butterfield testifies before Ervin Committee on WH Taping System, 7/16/73
36. Cox subpoena’s tapes of nine Nixon/Dean conversations, 7/23/73
37. Circuit Court confirms Judge Sirica’s order to turn over tapes for review, directing Sirica to
listen to the nine tapes and to decide if they are relevant to the Special Prosecutor’s inquiry,
10/12/73
38. Announcement of Dean’s guilty plea and agreement to work with prosecutors, 10/19/73
39. Cox publicly rejects proposed Stennis Compromise, wherein Senator Sennis would ’certify’
accuracy of tape transcripts rather than actual tapes being turned over to Judge Sirica, which
previously had been approved by Senators Ervin and Baker, 10/19/73
40. Saturday Night Massacre (Richardson and Ruckelshaus resign, Bork fires Cox), 10/20/73
41. Buzhardt delivers Nixon letter to Sirica agreeing to turn over the nine subpoenaed Dean tapes,
10/23/73
42. Buzhardt informs Sirica that two of the nine conversations were never recorded, 10/31/73
43. Senator William Saxby is announced as Nixon’s nominee to replace Richardson as Attorney
General, 11/1/73
44. Leon Jaworski sworn in as Special Prosecutor, 11/5/73
45. Buzhardt discovers 18 Minute Gap while making copies of the seven existing Nixon/Dean tapes,
11/13-14/73
46. Buzhardt discloses existance of 18 Minute Gap (in Sirica’s chambers), 11/21/73, public
disclosure to occur following Monday
47. White House turns over the seven existing tapes to Sirica, 11/26/73
48. Watergate Cover-up indictments by Grand Jury, including Mitchell, Haldeman and Ehrlichrnan,
3/1/74
49. Plumber Break-in indictments by Grand Jury, including Colson, Ehrlichman and Krogh, 3/8/74
50. Jaworski subpoena for 64 Presidential tapes issued by Sirica, 4/18/74
51. Publication of WH Transcripts (in connection with their transmittal to Ervin Committee),
4/30/74
52. House Judiciary Committee publication of transcripts of eight Nixon!Dean conversations,
including ’Save the Plan’ misquote, 6/25/74
53. Supreme Court agrees to hear expidited appeal of Sirica’s order to produce 64 tapes, 6/15/74
54. Supreme Court Argument regarding subpoena for 64 tapes, 7/8/74
55. Supreme Court rules (8-0) that 64 tapes must be turned over; eight hours later, White House
announces they will comply with Court order, 7/24/74
56. House Judiciary Committee adopts three Articles of Impeachment, 7/27-31/74
57. White House releases transcripts three Nixon/Haldeman conversations of 6/23/72, including
’Smoking Gun’ section, along with Presidential statement. WH Staff meets in EOB Theater,
8/5/74
58. Plumber Break-in trial begins 6/26/74
59. Ehrlichman found guilty in Plumber Break-in trial, 7/12/74
60. Nixon announces his resignation as President in evening speech to the nation, 8/8/74
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6 I. Nixon resigns, Ford sworn in as President, 8/9/74
62. Ford grants full, unconditional pardon to Richard Nixon, 9/8/74
63. Watergate Trial begins 10/1/74
64. Henry Ruth becomes Special Prosecutor, 10/26/74
65. Nelson Rockefeller confirmed as Vice President,
66. Watergate trial concludes with guilty verdicts for Mitchell, Haldeman and Ehrlichman, 1/1/75
67. Ford loses 1966 Presidential Election to Carter, 11/ /76
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Geoff Shepard
From:

DVCROSSNYC@aoI.com
Sent:
Friday, January 14, 2005 8:46 PM
To:
Geoff Shepard
Subject: Re: Chapter 10

For what it’s worth, your point about Chapter 10’s handling of Nixon underscores my feeling that less would be
more when it comes to Dean-bashing. He is presented unequivocally as the villain of the piece early on, then
takes center stage in that role in chapter after chapter until, late in Part II, you first give him the benefit of the
doubt (not much benefit, but it°s a new idea). It seems to me that if you editorialized less, and let the facts you
present speak for themselves, the reader would probably recognize him as a snake pretty quickly. As he’s
handled at present, I fear the reader might even become somewhat sympathetic to him. I suspect that what
strikes me as overkill when it comes to Dean is a result of a few things: yes, you loathe the guy and what you
believe he did self-servingly and in cold blood, but you also hate the prosecutors and the HLS cabal who were out
to get Nixon and made Dean the hem, and you’re still furious with the media, which practically canonized him at
the time and has never looked back. Add to all that your sympathy for Nixon and Ehrlichman, and the others who
got caught in the crossfire, and it’s easy to see how, by a certain point in the narrative, Dean the villain is
practically demonized. And, to look at Shepard’s version purely as a narrative, its central character is, according
to popular wisdom-if not a hem-at least benign. If much of the narrative’s trajectory requires that the reader
become convinced that Dean is anything but a hero, it seems to me that it has to be done with subtlety, anomaly
by anomaly, inference by inference. So I re-concur that, after Chapter 10 ends, it would be great if the reader
began Part Ill wondering what the truth was. That’s surely where your (very powerful) set of arguments against
Dean would be the most effective-and Nixon would emerge as a flawed-but not villainous-president who was
under siege by the political opposition, the Northeast elite, and the press.
The 19th is fine. It gives me lime to review Part III vis-a-vis II, do some reading, and get a fresh perspective on III
as well as the flow of the MS as a whole.
Anyplace you choose is fine with me.
My best,
Dods

1/15/2005
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Geoff Shepard
From:
Sent:

DVCROSSNYC@aol.com
Friday, January 14, 2005 11:37 PM
Geoff Shepard
To:
Subject: Re: Chapter 10
¯ ¯. and I thought I worked long hours.
Thanks for staying on top of this. Tomorrow, I’ll go ahead and send you the packaged Part II with the revisions
we’ve done so far. Then we can both look at the same chapters (and the preface and foreword) with an eye to
additions and deletions. As we’re in sync on how to handle Dean (this is too easy!) I’ll send the file back to you by
sometime Monday with my suggested revisions of text relating to Dean in Part II and in preface and foreword.
This round should do a lot to define the shape of Part III when we talk on Wednesday.
I think this will turn out very well. The manuscript is rich on many levels: the insider’s view of the people who
crossed your path (and vice versa), of places (California, Cambridge, Washington, the White House), of the
process (things like the preparations for a presidential signing, shredders and shredding, and the whole chapter
on the history of WH taping come to mind), which readers are fascinated by-and of course your Watergate story
itself. The initial major cutting has been done of the bulk of whatever text did not bear on one or another of these
aspects of the narrative, and text has been moved for reasons of sequence and flow. Alter the stripping, we have
a clearer view of what’s there, so we’re now down to focusing on the main storyline: what to cut, and how to
present, shape, pace, and finally, hone it. Once, in editing a novel based on the experiences of a therapist in the
adolescent unit of a mental institution, I used one of Michael Crichton’s novels as a model. If you’ve read him, you
know that he tells stories about real subjects you may not have a bit of interest in, but somehow keeps you turning
the pages until it’s way past your bedtime. After you’ve finished the book, you’re not only sorry the story’s ended,
but you’re an expert in whatever-it-is (airframes, for example). Well, you~/e got a huge story here, a fascinating
piece of recent history (more than Crichton usually has) that people are still interest in, with the settings, drama,
suspense, detail, and even mystery that, let’s hope, are about to come together to make it a first-rate book.
I’m looking forward to the remainder of the process, when things like formatting even play a part (For example, in
the recent chaptem when bunches of dramatic events take place simultaneously or in a very bdef space of time, I
found myself quite unconsciously shortening the paragraphs-almost listing the events, as in the Saturday Night
Massacre-for effect).

Anyway, still much work to be done
My best,

Doris

1/15/2005
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Geoff Shepard
From:

Susan Hullin [susan @ hmcllc.com]
Friday, January 14, 2005 12:06 PM

Sent:
To:
Geoff Shepard
Subject: Revisiting a Tragedy

Geoff:
I apologize for being so tardy in responding to you regarding the power point presentation. A few
thoughts:
1) Your script is very well laid out -perfect lawyer, logically argument. However, you have
between 40 and 90 SECONDS to get someone’s attention before they start to drift off. One idea
might be to do a BRIEF executive summary slide upfront -with your headline conclusions.
Something like: "John Dean --Pond Scum, Traitor and Dilettante" (Kidding, but not too much.)
2) You need to speak in headlines with facts providing supporting arguments--just the opposite of
a legal brief.
3) Still recommend a much lighter background for the PPT - so if you actually send it to someone,
they could print it out as the majority of businesses do not use color printers.
4) The biggest challenge here is the communications plan to implement "your voice" -taking time
and resources equal to writing the book. Dean will have an automatic entr6e to any media he
wants. You, however, are going to have to be prepared to go on the road--in a lengthy
campaign -i.e., Larry King, O’Reilly Factor, CNN, etc. ,etc. Otherwise you risk being skewered
by the Ollie North’s, Dean and the rest of the Nixon haters.
Let me know how we can best help!
Hugs,
Suzi

1/14/2005
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¯

Major political scandals occur only in times of divided government, when the opposition party controls both Houses of
Congress, and always in a President’s second term.

¯

Nixon was the first partisan Republican President in 34 years, but also the most knowledgeable about the Executive Branch.
The House and Senate, however, remained at full Democratic strength following the ’64 Goldwater debacle.

¯

The last 30 years have made clear that Nixon’s election was not a fluke in an unbroken line of Democratic victories, but the
beachhead of a swing toward Republican control of the Executive Branch, as well as growing control of the Congress.
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Former N.Y. Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan Dead at
76
Wednesday, March 26, 2003

Fe~ NEWS
WASHINGTON ~ Daniel Patrick Moynihan, a well-loved, retired Democratic senator from
New York died Wednesday from complications following an emergency appendectomy
earlier in the month.
"1 want to extend my condolences not only to his wonderful family and
not only to New Yorkers, who elected him time and time again,
increasing majorities from one end of the state to the next, but to our
country. We have lost a great American, an extraordinary senator, an
intellectual and a man of passion and understanding about what makes
this country great," said Sen. Hillary Clinton, D-N.Y., who in 1999 spoke
from his farm when she announced her candidacy to succeed him.
President Bush described Moynihan as an "intellectual pioneer" who
was "recognized for his commitment to free trade, Social Security,
freedom for people around the world and equal opportunity for all
Americans."

Click image to enlarge

Operation Iraqi Freedom
Stay with FOX News Channel for continuing
LIVE coverage of Operation Iraqi Freedom.
Get the news you need from the reporters
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Moynihan spent his 76th birthday on March 16 in intensive care
following emergency appendectomy surgery at Washington Hospital
Center the previous Tuesday. His former chief of staff Tony Bullock
announced last week that he had developed an infection following the
surgery. Bullock said he was suffering from pneumonia and low blood
pressure.
Moynihan’s wife Elizabeth, daughter Maura and sons Timothy and John were with him
throughout his time in the hospital.
The recent ill health followed an intestinal disorder in January and a back injury shortly
afterward.
"When it was announced in our caucus that this terrible event occurred you could just see the
energy come out of the room and a sadness come on everyone’s face," said New York’s senior
Sen. Charles Schumer.
A former Harvard professor who also taught at Syracuse University following his retirement,
Moynihan was highly regarded as an intellect and an expert on welfare reform, transportation
initiatives, Social Secudty and foreign policy.
"The Almanac of American Politics called him the nation’s best thinker among politicians since
[Abraham] Lincoln and its best politician among thinkers since [Thomas] Jefferson .... In many
respects Pat Moynihan was larger than life," said Sen. Minority Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D.
"Senator Pat Moynihan tried to help educate this senator, one that needed a lot of help, but he
gave me a greater appreciation for our relationship with countries and people all over the world.
This is a giant of a man, a giant of a senator," said Sen. Trent Lott, R-Miss., who has faced
criticism for his failure to appreciate other racial groups.
A senior scholar at the Woodrow Wilson Center, Moynihan was first elected to the Senate in
1976, and finished his fourth term in 2000. After his retirement, he served on President Bush’s
Social Security commission.
He has held cabinet or sub-cabinet positions under Presidents John Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson,
Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford. He served as U.S. ambassador to India between 1973 and
1975; and was United States Permanent Representative to the United Nations between 1975
and 1976. At the United Nations, he earned fame among New York voters for his rousing
speeches against Communism and his unflagging support for Israel.
He used that celebrity status to emerge from a five-way primary and defeat Republican James
Buckley for New York’s Senate seat, claiming in ads: "He spoke up for America. He’d speak up
for New York."
Moynihan worked in the Labor Department in the Kennedy administration, and almost
immediately found himself at odds with J. Edgar Hoover’s FBI over an article he’d written about
the mafia.
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An internal agency memo called Moynihan "an egghead that talks in circles." At the bottom of
the memo, Hoover scrawled, ’1 am not going to see this skunk."
A self-described liberal, Moynihan was struck when he was accused of racism for suggesting in
a 1965 report to President Johnson entitled "The Negro Family: The Case for National Action"
that the rising rate of out-of-wedlock births threatened the stability of black families.
In President Nixon’s administration, he proposed a policy of"benign neglect" toward minorities
that also drew heavy criticism.
As a senator, Moynihan championed many of the liberal Democratic programs he had
questioned, including public jobs programs and federal aid to New York, which was suffering
from crushing welfare rolls. In 1988, he led the fight for the Family Support Act, a major revision
of the nation’s welfare laws.
Born in Tulsa, Okla., Moynihan was the eldest of three children who helped his mother raise his
siblings after his father deserted the family when Moynihan was just 10.
He spent his early childhood in Indiana, before moving to New York City. There he worked as a
shoe-shine boy to help pay the bills. As a teenager, he was shining shoes in Central Park when
he heard that Pearl Harbor had been attacked.
Moynihan graduated from high school, worked on the docks and attended City College. After a
stint in the Navy, he went on to college at Tufts on the G.I. Bill. He also attended the London
School of Economics with a Fulbright scholarship.
Moynihan and his family frequently spent summers in an old one-room schoolhouse in the
upstate hamlet of Pindars Corners where he liked to write.
Fellow legislators had named Manhattan’s new federal courthouse in his honor.
The Associated Press contributed to this report.
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Former Sen. Moynihan dies
New York Democrat known for intellect
Wednesday, March 26, 2003 Posted: 7:12 PM EST (0012 GMT)

WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Former Sen.
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, a
Democrat from New York who
enjoyed a reputation as an
intellectual giant among his peers,
died Wednesday after battling an
infection stemming from a ruptured
appendix. He was 76.
His death was announced on the Senate
floor by Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, who
was elected to his seat after he retired.
"We have lost a great American, an
extraordinary senator, an intellectual and a
man of passion and understanding about
what really makes this country great,"
Clinton said.
Moynihan’s appendix ruptured March 10 and
he was taken to Washington Hospital Center
for an emergency appendectomy. On March
14, he was moved to the intensive care unit,
where he was treated for an infection,
pneumonia and low blood pressure, a family
spokesman said.

Former Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan

Story Tools
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A scholarly man with the air of a rumpled
professor, Moynihan had a variety of interests. He was one of the earliest proponents of
welfare reform, writing an article in 1965 about the breakdown of African-American
families. He was an expert on foreign affairs and was also a champion of urban
redevelopment.
In his distinctive cadence, Moynihan held forth on a variety of subjects on the Senate
floor. The Almanc of American Politics once described him as "the nation’s best thinker
among politicians since Lincoln and its best politician among thinkers since Jefferson."
He served in the Senate for four terms, from 1977 to 2001.
Moynihan was born in Tulsa, Oklahoma, but grew up in Manhattan’s Hell’s Kitchen. He
worked as a shoeshine boy, graduated from a Harlem high school, worked as a
longshoreman and served in the U.S. Navy during World War II before becoming a
scholar and politician.
He was a Fulbright Scholar at the London School of Economics and received a doctorate
from Tufts University’s Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy. As a professor at Syracuse
University in the 1950s he often published essays and reports about political and social
issues.
New York’s other senator, Democrat Charles Schumer, paid tribute to Moynihan’s
intelligence and eloquence.
"1 know that I will be looking up to the heavens for inspiration," Schumer said.
Moynihan worked for John F. Kennedy’s presidential campaign and went to work for the
Labor Department in the Kennedy and Johnson administrations, becoming assistant
secretary for policy planning and research before leaving in 1965.
In 1965, Moynihan wrote "The Negro Family: The Case for National Action," in which he
emphasized the connection between fatherless families and increased welfare rolls.
Though either ignored or criticized when first published, the study led to the 1988 Welfare
Reform Act, which recognized for the first time a father’s duty to support his children and
encouraged workfare initiatives.
Though a Democrat, he served as the U.S. ambassador to India and to the United
Nations during the Nixon and Ford administrations.
In 2000, President Clinton awarded him the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the nation’s
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highest civilian honor.
A funeral Mass is scheduled for Monday at St. Patrick’s Church in Washington, a family
spokesman said. Burial will follow at Arlington National Cemetery.
Moynihan is survived by his wife of 47 years, Elizabeth Brennan Moynihan; three children,
Timothy Patrick, Maura Russell, and John McCloskey Moynihan; and two grandchildren.
"His wife Elizabeth, daughter Maura, and sons Timothy and John were with him
throughout his time in the hospital," a statement from the family said.
..............................................................................................................................................
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From:
To..- Paynter, David at National Archives
cc: Weissenbach, Karl at National Archives
Subject: WSPF Materials to Review
Date: 3:40 PM - 03/06/2003
David-I did not realize there was internet access to some of your record indexes! Thank you also for putting in the precise link,
which certainly saved me lots of search time.
What I would appreciate your help in gathering are the following:
Records of Executive Assistant Pertaining to Presidential Tape Recordings: Box 11 (Shepard)
Campaign Contributions Numerical File
Box 1:5 (status of investigations and FBI leads out)
Box 2: 5a (leads in)
Box 7:130 (GAO-OFE referrals)
Boxes 55-57 (McGovern Materials)
Box 68: (Humphrey campaign)
Box 124:458 (INA)
Box 157:912 (Magruder materials)
I also have tried my hand an FOIA request for the WSPF draft transcripts we discussed, which is attached. Please let
me know if this is satisfactory.
As always, thank you in advance for all your help and assistance! I look forward to seeing you on Monday.
Geoff Shepard
A registered representative of AXA Advisors, LLC (212)314-4600, a broker/dealer

Geoffrey C. Shepard
105 Wisteria Lane
Media, PA 19063
Via Fax

March 5, 2003
NARA FOIA Officer
National Archives II
8601 Adelphi Road
Room 3 i 10
College Park, MD 20740

Dear Sir or Madam:
WSPF FOIA Request

i am writing to request access to any records in your possession conceming transcripts or draft
transcripts of the March 22, 1973 conversation between Richard Nixon and John Mitchell in the
President’s EOB Office.
The only segment I am interested in is known as the ’save the plan’ quote, which comes at the
very end of the President’s meeting with Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Dean and Mitchell.
I would like to review any of the following:
Any and all drafts of transcripts conceming the specific section mentioned above, or
paragraphs immediately adjacent to it. (I understand these are known to exist by David
Paynter)
¯ Any memos or other written materials in the WSPF files commenting upon, interpretating
or otherwise construing this ’save the plan’ segment.
In additon, I would like to review the following, which I assume already is in the public record:
¯ The full transcript of that conversation actually introduced into evidence at the Watergate
Trial during the fall of 1974.
Any statement or comment made at the Watergate Trial with regard to this specific ’save
the plan’ segment.
I hope to make copies of relevant material when I visit the Archives on Monday, March 10Lu.
Thank you in advance for your assistance. Please feel welcome to contact me at 610-660-4408
should you have any questions regarding this request.
Sincerely,
Geoffrey C. Shepard
C~

David Paynter
Karl Weissenbach

